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Executive Summary
The DRIMPAC solution is an ICT framework that will facilitate the open, standards-based, efficient
and cost-effective massive roll-out of demand response programs supporting both price- and incentivebased DR schemes. This project is critical for the mass scale deployment of implicit and explicit
demand response programs for multiple energy carriers by enabling information exchange about
energy prices, grid requests for demand flexibility as well as supporting information like demand
flexibility potential and measurements for optimal demand profile management. The DRIMPAC
project brings together a wide cross-section of test cases deriving both from the broad applications of
the DRIMPAC solution and the diverse nature of the pilot demonstration sites on the project.
This report provides an analysis of the implementation of the DRIMPAC project in the European
Union (EU) with regard to a number of key areas in the context of WP1. The report also presents the
first steps toward the business modelling work of DRIMPAC that aims to demonstrate the economic
viability of the project and strengthen its exploitation potential. Moreover, the report also employs the
selection of pilot sites by the project to demonstrate the specific implications of the project in different
legal, socio-economic, political, market and geographic settings. Business models for the DRIMPAC
solution are presented and explored in the context of the available infrastructure at the pilot
demonstration sites and the requirements of potential users of the product as well as industry
stakeholders. Business models from the DRIMPAC D1.2 deliverable are divulged and further business
models, pertaining more specifically to the architectural layers of the DRIMPAC solution are
developed.
Members of the User Group and the Stakeholder Ecosystem have been surveyed using customised,
targeted material about their views on the business cases to facilitate massive DR roll-out as well as
the benefits of implicit/explicit Demand Response and under which conditions they would be willing
to take part in such programs (in any role, e.g. retailer, building manager, home-dweller, system
operator, third-party aggregator, technology provider, service provider). They have been asked to
specify barriers to their participation (e.g. regulation, technology availability) as well as major
challenges (e.g. price points, market conditions) that must be resolved to make their participation
beneficial. The survey further elicits information about the technology solutions (e.g. smart home,
building automation, DER management systems) currently used by in respondents’ buildings as well
as available interfaces to the IT systems of retailers and other potential users in order to ensure the
DRIMPAC ICT system is compatible with the vast majority of systems in the field. All this
information has been documented as requirements for the design of the DRIMPAC solution following
a requirements elicitation and management methodology.
A review of industry stakeholders’ viewpoints and stakeholder feedback has shown:







DR presents a resource heavy task for industry stakeholders and an integrated system will aid
with this
Integration of existing equipment needs to be addressed and a focus on interoperability is key
to this
The accuracy of load forecasting needs to be improved
The complexity of price signalling needs to be reduced
New technology is required to efficiently and effectively implement DR programmes
Better price forecasting is required for effective operation.

The DRIMPAC solution as currently designed addresses specifically the issues of integrated systems
and interoperability and can provide the new technology that is seen as being necessary for the
effective and efficient operation of DR programmes.
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The technology already installed across the pilot demonstration sites includes:







Generation technologies
Storage technologies
Grid assets
Smart home systems
BEMS systems
Integrated control systems for BEMS

This will be used in conjunction with the future installation throughout the pilot sites of:








BEMS plugins
Smart plugs
Smart Thermostats
Dimming ballasts
Actuators
Smart displays
Substation measurement & communication infrastructure

To test the DRIMPAC solution and demonstrate that the needs of all involved stakeholders.
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1. Introduction
1.1

Scope and objectives of the deliverable

The purpose of this report is to provide an analysis of smart grids in the European Union (EU). The
DRIMPAC project represents a significant milestone in the up-scaling of DR programs across the EU.
Characteristic of such nascent technological advancement, the project pushes the frontiers of existing
regulatory regimes. This report aims to capture the business cases and requirements of DR
stakeholders to set the context for the creation of the DRIMPAC solution. Members of the User Group
and the Stakeholder Ecosystem have been surveyed and, in combination with established viewpoints
form literature, their views on the business cases and the benefits and barriers to Demand Response
have been elicited and used to inform solution requirements. Through the requirement analysis it is
possible to identify all necessary attributes, capabilities, characteristics, or qualities of a system that
cover the needs of its users. To this end, each requirement describes measurable conditions the
fulfilment of which is possible to be evaluated. Additionally, it is not only useful in the initial phases
of the Project, but also during the implementation phase and management in general.
The report assesses the regulatory; energy security; social, and ethical; as well as business-model
aspects of DR programs in the EU. This report examines the existing technologies and existing
directives that apply to the key project objectives and assesses the level of implementation of these
directives in the project sites (namely, Cyprus, France, Spain, Germany). Consequently, in this report,
technologies currently used by pilot partners and respondents of the User Group are reviewed with
available interfaces to the systems. Future technology installations are also reviewed. Business cases
are divulged and user as well as system requirements documented.
1.2

Structure of the deliverable

The methodologies used to derive the business cases and requirements for DR are first described along
with an overview of the existing infrastructure.
The business models of D1.2 are then presented and reviewed in the light of feedback and pilot
contexts and specific test cases developed relevant to the pilot sites.
Feedback from the members of the User Group and Stakeholder Ecosystem who interacted with the
project consortium and been informed on the context of the derived business cases and use cases are
then presented and their viewpoints documented. Based on the documented business and use cases, the
user requirements are derived.
1.3

Relation to Other Tasks and Deliverables

This deliverable builds on the previously reported business models as identified in Task 1.2 ‘Market
analysis of novel retail energy offerings & retailer business models elaboration’ and the associated
deliverable, D1.2. It also engages with the stakeholder ecosystem and user groups as defined in Task
1.1 ‘User Group’ and ‘Stakeholder Ecosystem’ establishment’ and the associated deliverable, D1.1 in
order to identify further issues of particular interest to industry actors and public users and elaborate
the business models accordingly.
The business models described herein will influence the tasks within Work Package 4 ‘DRIMPAC
demonstration & validation activities’, particularly T4.2 ‘User Engagement and Training Activities’,
T4.5 ‘Operation & evaluation of DRIMPAC solution in real residential/commercial premises’ and
T4.6 ‘Results validation & consumer satisfaction assessment’. This report will also inform Work
Package 5 ‘Business modelling, policy support and standardization activities’ which will build on the
business models presented herein, particularly T5.3 ‘Energy market & DR policy reform
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recommendations’ and T5.4 ‘Innovative retailer business models validation & fine-tuning’. The
relationship between this deliverable and other project tasks, past and present is demonstrated in
Figure 1.

T1.1
User Group and
Stakeholder Ecosystem
establishment

T4.2
User Engagement &
Training Activities

T4.5
Operation & evaluation
of DRIMAC solution in
real residential/
commercial premises

T1.3
Elicitation of business
cases and requirements
from DR stakeholders

T1.2
Market analysis of novel
retail energy offerings
&retailer business
models elaboration

T5.3
Energy market & DR
policy reform
recommendations

T5.4
Innovative retailer
business models
validation & fine-tuning

Figure 1. Task Relation PERT.
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2. Methodology
This section gives and overview of the methodological approach followed within DRIMPAC, in order
to specify the requirements needed for achieving the project objectives, to identify specific Business
models, and to define measurable indicators of the impact of the proposed innovative technological
solutions. Across the project consortium there is much experience in Demand Response initiatives and
technology solutions building. This wealth of experience has been called upon, alongside a literature
review of current research and projects in the domain, in the specification of Business Models, and
User Requirements for the DRIMPAC solution. This business model canvas was utilised to aid with
the development of the DRIMPAC Business Cases. Specifically, the Business cases for the solution
were identified by analysing the existing infrastructure at the pilot sites and the roles of the pilot site
partners as actors in the energy system.
The analysis attributes great importance in defining the added value provided by each individual tool
for each specific actor who participates in the value network and therefore the business models were
then presented to the project User Group and Stakeholder Ecosystem for feedback. The DRIMPAC
project invested time in the establishment of a wide user group and stakeholder group to guide the
project from the perspectives of both in the determination of the project solutions and identification of
business cases and requirements. The methodologies for the determination of these cases are presented
below.
2.1

Description of Tools and Methods Used for Deriving Business Cases and User
Requirements

The business model canvas is a common place tool used in the identification of business cases. This
was used in conjunction with assessment of the needs and perspectives of industry and the public by
means of the established and future roles of industry actors and the consumer needs. This process
firstly requires determining their ownership, i.e., which actor bears their development and operational
cost (or pays the relevant licence to a third party) and gains the revenues from their management. In
most of the cases, each involved actor manages a single tool, and their matching is determined
according to the objectives of the project. A review of the European markets for demand response was
carried out in a previous DRIMPAC project deliverable, D1.2 ‘Innovative energy retailer business
model proposal and market analysis’. This led to the identification of future opportunities in the
energy markets throughout Europe, assuming some adaptations in market regulations which is
generally considered forthcoming.
The DRIMPAC solution was then assessed in the context of future opportunities utilising existing
relationships between traditional system actors and consideration possible extensions to the traditional
actors. General Business Cases were then derived with propositions that are aligned with the context
of each BM and compatible with the interests of the participating actors. These general Business Cases
were then elaborated on by adhering more closely to the DRIMPAC conceptual architecture and thus
focusing on the specific offerings of the DRIMPAC solution as well as reviewing the opportunities for
testing the solution at the project demonstration sites.
In order to achieve the aforementioned business models, a specific methodology is followed regarding
the definition of the requirements that should be met by the technologies to be developed and
deployed; the definition of the Use Cases for testing the actual impact of the proposed solutions; the
identification of Key Performance Indicators that enable the unbiased evaluation and quantification of
the Project outcomes. Through the requirement analysis it is possible to identify all necessary
attributes, capabilities, characteristics, or qualities of a system that cover the needs of its users. To this
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end, each requirement describes measurable conditions the fulfilment of which is possible to be
evaluated
In order to assess stakeholder and user requirements, various approaches were used:





2.2

Business Models were reviewed in relation to their technical objectives as well as the roles
and associated requirements of persons and industry actors
A literature review of documented perspectives and requirements for DR in general was
performed
User Groups & Stakeholders were surveyed regarding their views and requirements for DR in
general
The DRIMAC Business Models were presented to User Group and Stakeholder Ecosystem
members to gather feedback and requirements.
Pilot Sites Context & Viewpoints

The DRIMPAC solution will be demonstrated and validated in real-life conditions through their use by
energy consumers (residential and tertiary buildings) that are customers of the consortium members.
Apart from the buildings, the pilot sites also include several building or district level energy generation
and storage infrastructure to enable the validation of the entire feature set of the DRIMPAC solution.
Demonstrations will take place in real buildings of various typologies in five difference Member
States to showcase the wide applicability and replicability of the framework.
The pilot sites in DRIMPAC will be used to:
 demonstrate the integration and interoperability of various building typologies and underlying
amenities/control systems into the DRIMPAC Energy Demand Management Framework
which aims to leverage abundant, easily accessible, flexible electricity demand to increase the
impact and value of Demand Response programs,
 evaluate the performance of the Building Supervisory and Automation Layer to discover and
automatically exploit demand flexibility without degrading the comfort and living conditions
in the indoor environment,
 validate the associated service offering and business models, analyse consumer acceptance in
real-life conditions and assess their commercial viability,
 showcase the synergies between the DRIMPAC solution and the proposed business models
that unleash new opportunities for consumers and retailers.
During the pilot demonstration and validation activities, several permutations of the main operational
scenarios will be tested to evaluate how the achievable cost savings – and more specifically the
cost/comfort trade-offs - in realistic circumstances are affected by:





dynamic price schemes (implicit DR) for different energy carriers,
the participation in explicit DR programs,
building control automation availability,
local/district storage and generation availability.

The following table provides an overview of the test cases available at the different pilot sites.
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Table 1. Overview of Test Cases Available at the Pilot Sites.
Generatio
Pilot Site Energy Carriers
Serial No.
n/Storage
Generation Building-level selfSOREA – France
Electricity
& storage
consumption
Electricity &
Generation District-level SelfUCY – Cyprus
district heating
& storage
consumption
Electricity, gas &
District-level selfSWT – Germany
Generation
district heating
consumption
MyEnergia – Spain
Electricity
None
None
The four demonstration site partners in the DRIMPAC project offer a wide cross-section of
possibilities for Demand Response applications and testing of the DRIMPAC solution. An in-depth
overview of the pilot sites and their energy requirements can be found in the DRIMPAC project
deliverable D1.1 ‘Report on establishment and recruitment activities for the User Group and
Stakeholder Ecosystem’. Beyond the different facilities for testing and energy requirements of the
DRIMPAC demonstration sites are the different perspectives and situations of the partners. The
available facilities, needs, and natural interests of each demonstration site partner were used to inform
further DRIMPAC business models and requirements. An overview of the demonstration site contexts
and viewpoints is given below.
2.2.1 University of Cyprus
With an exclusive single point of common coupling with the rest of the grid fed from two independent
transmission substations establishing sound bi-directional energy and data flow to the integrated grid
of the DSO/TSO, the UCY campus presents unique and exciting opportunities for grid integration
studies and can contribute significantly to the informed development of the future energy systems. The
University spends significantly on electricity and has a vision towards the development of greater selfsufficiency and reduced bills by playing an active role in future energy systems.
The UCY facilities that will be utilized in the testing of the DRIMPAC solution include four large
buildings spanning a heterogeneous cross section of services at the University campus including a
library; an administrative office building; a lecture theatres and academic offices building; and a
residential building. The UCY is planning the installation of a large PV park with electrochemical
storage and currently operates a small-scale test system for research purposes to test control and
intergrade functionality that will later be applied to the large-scale system. UCY also works closely
with the national electricity body and by agreement will have access to test grid level assets for
integration.
2.2.2 MyEnergia
MyEnergia is a small, private energy retailer operating in the Spanish electricity market with a focus
on novel services and business models. MyEnergia already has some customers enrolled in dynamic
pricing programmes. As well as electricity retail offerings, MyEnergia provides energy services such
as building energy management systems as well as installation and control of PV systems.
The MyEnergia facilities that will be utilized in the testing of the DRIMPAC solution include
residential apartments and commercial offices with lecture theatres, meeting rooms, laboratories,
cafeterias and a data centre.
2.2.3 SWT
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SWT is a German municipal supplier of electricity, gas, district heating and water, responsible for a
region of 500,000 inhabitants. It has developed an energy portfolio including photovoltaic, wind, and
hydroelectric power stations, combined heat and power generation (CHP) power plants and stand-by
units. SWT distributes its energy products - electricity and gas- throughout Germany and it is also
Distribution System Operator (DSO) for electricity, gas, and district heating in the city of Trier.
The SWT facilities that will be utilized in the testing of the DRIMPAC solution include the SWT
office building, with a single floor dedicated to full energy monitoring; residential buildings,
distributed throughout the region of Trier, mostly single-family houses; and an indoor swimming pool
that is open 358 days a year and consumes approximately 1.5 GWh of electricity.
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2.2.4 SOREA
Representing a regional, vertically integrated electricity company operating in the French market;
SOREA generates, supplies and operates the distribution network in Saint-Julien Mont Denis in the
Maurienne valley region of France. SOREA produces and distributes over 140 GWh of electricity
annually with a 42 MW peak demand. On average in 2015, 35% of electricity by SOREA was
produced by renewables (PV and small hydroelectric power plants). SOREA has specified renewable
targets of 60% in 2020 and 100% in 2030.
The SOREA facilities that will be utilized in the testing of the DRIMPAC solution include three large
buildings spanning commercial offices; shared residential and retail; and residential. Apartments, retail
outlets and offices make up the majority of the SOREA tertiary and residential pilot site.
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3. Existing Infrastructure at pilot-sites
3.1

Breakdown per Pilot Site

3.1.1 University of Cyprus Relevant Infrastructure
The University of Cyprus campus has an exclusive single point of common coupling with the rest of
the grid fed from two independent transmission substations. The campus microgrid and its connections
to the grid substations can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2. UCY Campus Microgrid – Grid Connection Line Diagram.
The buildings dedicated to the campus pilot site are highlighted below in Table 2.
Table 2. UCY Campus Pilot Buildings in Relation to Grid Connection Line Diagram.
Distribution Board / Building
Student Halls
Administration Building
Faculty of Economics and Management (FEB)

Code Name
TRS1
TRS2
TRS14

Library

TRS3

Feeder
Incomer 2
Incomer 2
Incomer 1
Incomer 1
Incomer 2

Serial No.
ME-1805A318-02
ME-1804C200-02
ME-1804C180-02
ME-1707A311-02
ME-1801C736-02

The University Library and the FEB buildings operate Siemens BEMS and connected loads can be
controlled by interfacing with these BEMS via a central control system. The Administration building
uses a Honeywell BEMS for which there is currently no communication interface for external
commands to deliver load control. Student Halls do not operate a BEMS, hence load control requests
for these buildings will be in the form of explicit requests to occupants through a personal messaging
medium, such as a smart phone application. Communication channels for energy related matters with
students living in these halls are established by the UCY “Student switch off” campaign.
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(Link: https://www.facebook.com/UCYSSO)
The UCY has a large PV park and an electrochemical battery planned for installation in the upcoming
years. To test the potential for utilising this forthcoming large-scale infrastructure, a small-scale
system of a 3 kW PV system and a 9-kWh battery will be used for testing integration of control
functionality for the DRIMPAC solution with this infrastructure. The Electricity Authority of Cyprus
(EAC) will also offer testing of their assets to ensure that the DRIMPAC solution will be compliant
with the IEC 61850 protocol.
The measurement devices installed throughout the University campus are Schneider Electric
PowerLogic ION power quality meters communicating over Modbus TCP. The measurement
capabilities of these meters include:










Power factor (total)
Apparent power (total)
Active and reactive power (total)
Active and reactive power (per phase, rms)
Apparent power (per phase, rms)
Power factor (per phase, rms)
Voltage
Current
Frequency

Full information regarding the operations and functionality of the power meters can be seen in Table
3.
Table 3. Specification of Power Quality Meters.
Specification of Power Quality Meters
Power quality analysis Waveform capture
Harmonic distortion
Programmability (logic and math functions)
Voltage sag and swell detection
Up to the 63rd harmonic
Compliance report EN 50160
Power quality monitoring IEC 62586
Power quality measurement IEC 61000-4-30: class S
Device application WAGES metering
Power monitoring
Type of measurement Power factor (total)
Apparent power (total)
Active and reactive power (total)
Active and reactive power (per phase, rms) Apparent power
(per phase, rms)
Power factor (per phase, rms)
Voltage
Current
Frequency
Rated supply voltage 90...415 V AC +/- 10 % (45...65 Hz)
110...415 V DC +/- 10 %
Network frequency 50 Hz
60 Hz
Rated current 1 A
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Poles description

Power consumption in VA
Power consumption in VA
Display type
Display resolution
Sampling rate
Measurement current
Analogue input type
Measurement voltage
Frequency measurement range
Number of inputs
Measurement accuracy

Accuracy class

Number of outputs
Information displayed

Communication port protocol

Communication port support
Communication network type
Data recording

5A
10 A
3P + N
1P + N
3P
18 VA at 415 V AC
36 VA at 415 V AC
Colour TFT LCD
320 x 240 pixels QVGA
256 samples/cycle
50...10000 mA
Current (impedance 0.3 mOhm)
Voltage (impedance 5 MOhm)
57...400 V AC 42...69 Hz between phase and neutral
100...690 V AC 42...69 Hz between phases
42...69 Hz
3 digital 30 V AC
3 digital 60 V DC
+/- 0.2 % active energy
+/- 0.1 % voltage
+/- 0.1 % current
Class 0.2 (active energy according to ANSI C12.20)
Class 0.2S (active energy according to IEC 62053-22)
Class 0.2 (active power according to IEC 61557-12)
Class 0.5S (reactive energy according to IEC 62053-24)
Class 0.5 (power factor according to IEC 61557-12)
Class 0.2 (voltage according to IEC 61557-12)
Class 0.2 (current according to IEC 61557-12)
1 pulse
Voltage
Current
Frequency
Power
Energy consumption
Harmonic distortion
DNP3
IEC 61850
Modbus RTU 2-wire, : 115 kbauds
ION 2-wire,: 115 kbauds
Modbus TCP/IP
Ethernet Modbus TCP/IP daisy chain: 10/100 Mbit/s,
RSTP 801.1d 2004
Ethernet
RS485 (screw terminal block)
IPv6 (internet protocol)
Sequence of event recording
Alarm logs
Min/Max of instantaneous values
Harmonics logs
Trending/Forecasting
Sag and swell logs
GPS synchronisation
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Memory capacity
Web services

Communication service

Cybersecurity

Mounting mode
Mounting support
Installation category
Isolation voltage

Standards

Product certifications

Width
Depth
Height
Product weight

Event logs
Data logs
Waveform logs
Time stamping
512 MB
File upload/download via FTP
HTTP server
Customizable home page
Viewing of captured waveform
Alarm notification by e-mail
Web server
RSTP support
DHCP
NTP time synchronization
SMTP e-mail notification
Port hardening
Robust security logs
Enable/Disable communication ports
Password protection
Syslog protocol support
Flush-mounted
Framework
III
IEC 61010-1: CAT III, 400...690 V ed. 3
EN 61010-1: CAT III, 400...690 V ed. 3
UL 61010-1: CAT III, 347...600 V ed. 3
CSA C22.2 No 61010-1: CAT III, 347...600 V ed. 3
IEC 62052-11
IEC 62053-22
IEC 62053-24
IEC 61557-12
N998
China RoHS
CULus
CE
96 mm
77.5 mm
96 mm
581 g

Further to the above, the equipment to be installed at the UCY pilot site during the DRIMPAC project
is specified below:
Per building complex (4 building sets in the pilot):
 1 x BEMS plug-ins
 1 x micro-PCs – Smart Box
 10 x multi-sensor combo
 10 x dimming ballast
 10 x smart plugs
 1 x smart clamps
 1 x Gateway
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3.1.2 MyEnergia Relevant Infrastructure
The existing technical infrastructure at MyEnergia is described below in Table 4, Table 5 and Table 6.
The installed equipment falls into three categories regarding the ‘readiness’ of its utilisation for DR
operation, namely ‘basic installation’, ‘partially-fledged installation’ and ‘fully-fledged installation’.
The equipment associated with these categories is divulged in the tables below.
Table 4. MyEnergia Parque Científico Existing Equipment.
Service
Gateway “Raspberry Pi 3
Model B+” with a “ZWAVE.ME RaZberry2
Transceiver”.
Total amount of units: 7
“Z-Wave Plus Aeotec
Clamp Power Meter - Three
Clamps” installed in the
general circuit Total
amount of units: 16

Principle Energy
Requirements
Gateway “Raspberry Pi 3
Model B+” with a “ZWAVE.ME RaZberry2
Transceiver”.
Total amount of units: 2
“Z-Wave Plus Aeotec Clamp
Power Meter - Three
Clamps”, two for each electric
board, one for the total energy
consumption and extra meter
for the HVAC electric
consumption.
Total amount of units: 6
“Aeon Labs Multisensor 6 Z-Wave Plus” that measures
the following parameters:
Temperature - Humidity Light Sensor – Presence.
Two in each office.
Total amount of units: 4

Public

Considerations for
Flexibility
Gateway “Raspberry Pi 3
Model B+” with a “ZWAVE.ME RaZberry2
Transceiver”.
Total amount of units: 2
“Z-Wave Plus Aeotec Clamp
Power Meter - Three
Clamps”, two for each
electric board, one for the
total energy consumption and
extra meter for the HVAC
electric consumption.
Total amount of units: 4
“Aeon Labs Multisensor 6 Z-Wave Plus” that measures
the following parameters:
Temperature - Humidity Light Sensor – Presence.
Two in each office.
Total amount of units: 4
“Aeotec Nano Switch with
Energy Measurement
Function” to control and
measure two lighting circuits.
Total amount of units: 4
“Intesis Box WMP”. It
controls the HVAC
thermostat and indoor unit.
Total amount of units: 2
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Table 5. MyEnergia Magalia Existing Equipment.
Basic installation
Gateway “Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+” with a “Z-WAVE.ME RaZberry2 Transceiver”.
Total amount of units: 14
“Z-Wave Plus Aeotec Clamp Power Meter - Three Clamps” (one for each module
inside its general electric board) installed in the general circuit breaker to measure the
total energy consumption. All but one zone (a lecture room) are 1 phase, so in those
zones besides the total energy consumption, two more circuits are measured to indicate
the consumption on HVAC, lighting or other loads.
Total amount of units: 14
Table 6. MyEnergia Residential Dwellings Existing Equipment.
Basic installation

Fully-fledged installation (extra equipment in
4 apartments)
Gateway “Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+” Gateway “Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+” with a “Zwith a “Z-WAVE.ME RaZberry2 WAVE.ME RaZberry2 Transceiver”.
Transceiver”. Total amount of units: 4
Total amount of units: 31
“Z-Wave Plus Aeotec Clamp Power “Z-Wave Plus Aeotec Clamp Power Meter Meter - Three Clamps” (one for each Three Clamps” (one for each module inside its
module inside its general electric board) general electric board) installed in the general
installed in the general circuit breaker to circuit breaker to measure the total energy
measure the total energy consumption. consumption. All but one zone (a lecture room)
All but one zone (a lecture room) are 1 are 1 phase, so in those zones besides the total
phase, so in those zones besides the total energy consumption, two more circuits are
energy consumption, two more circuits measured to know the consumption on HVAC,
are measured to know the consumption lighting or other loads.
on HVAC, lighting or other loads. Total amount of units: 4
Total amount of units: 31
“Aeon Labs Multisensor 6 - Z-Wave Plus” that
measures the following parameters: Temperature
- Humidity - Light Sensor – Presence.
Two in each office.
Total amount of units: 4
“Aeon Labs Plus Smart Switch 6 - Z-Wave
Plus”. Two per apartment.
Total amount of units: 8
IKEA “TRÅDFRI” control system. It includes
one “TRÅDFRI Gateway”, one “TRÅDFRI
Wireless dimmer” and four “TRÅDFRI LED
bulbs”.
Total amount of units: 2
“Intesis Box WMP”. It controls the HVAC
thermostat and indoor unit.
Total amount of units: 2
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Further to the above, the equipment to be installed in the MyEnergia pilot during the project is
specified below:
Per commercial building (2 buildings in the pilot):
 1 x BEMS plug-in
 1 x micro-PCs – Smart Box
 10 x multi-sensor combo
 10 x dimming ballast
 5 x smart plugs
 1 x smart clamps
 1 x Gateway
Per residence (55 apartments):
 1 x Gateway
 2 x multi-sensor combo
 3 x occupancy sensor
 1 x smart thermostat
 1 x dimmable lighting system
 4 x smart plugs
 1 x micro-PCs – Smart Box
 1 x smart clamps
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3.1.3 SWT Relevant Infrastructure
This pilot site comprises of residential and office buildings. WLAN is available throughout the pilot
site.
For the SWT office building, a coherent monitoring system is installed in one floor of the building,
which allows real-time measurements.
For the residential buildings, mostly single-family houses in the region of Trier with SWT electricity
customer occupants are being enrolled in the project. The measurements available today from these
users are:
- Total energy (gas, electricity) consumption if SWT-client: MG1, ME1
- Production PV-system / heat pump in case of installed systems: M4, M2
Additionally, a swimming pool is also part of the pilot site, which has an area of 3,900 m2. The indoor
pool belongs to the SWT-AöR. For heating purposes, a consumption of 3 GWh is needed, whereas the
electricity consumption is approximately 1.5 GWh. Additionally, a CHP with an electrical output of
357 kW and 3 gas boilers with a capacity of 690 kW are responsible for heating and power supply. A
back-up generator is also installed with a capacity of 326 kW.
Consultation about the installed equipment is necessary. A BEMS (Building-Energy-ManagementSystem) is already installed on site, as is a measurement system (DIRIS Digiware - a Measure and
control system). The BEMS supplies additional data for evaluation.
The Electricity measurement points – Equipment of Indoor-Swimming-Pool & Sauna, as well as the
measurement system are as listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Filter Bath water technology
Indoor sauna
Sauna garden outdoor area
ISPO 1/ Main ventilation cabinet
Feed-in K & P field
ISPO 2/Ventilation Shrink Multi-Purpose Basin
UV new quiet and couch house
UV ventilation cafeteria
ISPO 3/ Ventilation cabinet Teaching basin
Heating control Sauna ehm. fireplace lounge
staff elevator
UV Management
Exit Light Domestic technology
UV tower at social room
UV at dance and playroom
construction warehouse
UV cash register lockers / metal workshop
UV teaching pool
UV old joinery
UV Solarium
UV retention basin
NEA+Cold
refrigerating machine
UV cash accounting room
UV swimming master stand
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Measurement system:
•
•
Further
below:











DIRIS Digiware – Measure- and control system for AC and DC Installation
Smart-Clamps on each measure point to monitor to single consumption in the bath
to the above, the equipment to be installed in the SWT pilot during the project is specified
Gateways: 27 pcs, office building and 24 apartments
Clamp Power Meters: 31 pcs, 24 apartments
Multi-sensor combo: 65 pcs, office building and 24 apartments
Smart Plugs: 34 pcs, office building and 24 apartments
Smart Lighting devices incl. Gateways etc.: 178 pcs, 24 apartments
3-phase smart meters: 6 pcs, 24 apartments
Heat controllers and thermostats: 19 pcs, 24 apartments
Room thermostats: 6 pcs, 24 apartments
Nano Switches: 7 pcs, 24 apartments
Control Switches: 31 pcs, 24 apartments
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3.1.4 SOREA Relevant Infrastructure
The SOREA pilot site comprises the SOREA office building, apartments and retail units. The SOREA
office building is described in terms of its energy offerings in Table 7.
Table 7. SOREA Office Building Loads.
Load Type

Available

Lighting
Heating
Cooling
Water heating

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Energy
source
Electricity
Electricity

Number
of loads
31
6

Rated total Power
consumption (kW)
1260 W
10 kW

Energy
metering
No
No

Electricity

1

1.2 kW

No

The SOREA office building, energy usage, context, and data acquisition system are further elaborated
in Figure 3 and Figure 4.

Figure 3. SOREA Office Building Ground Floor Energy Schematics.

Figure 4. SOREA Office Building First Floor Energy Schematics.
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Further to the building contexts, as a grid operator SOREA has a significant infrastructure for data
acquisition and communication devices. A schema of the communication devices installed in the
SOREA grid is presented in Figure 5. Each grid town is equipped with a CISCO switch that allows for
the exchange of data and link of the electrical post.

Figure 5. SOREA Grid Infrastructure with DAQ and Comms Links.
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The existing relevant units installed in the SOREA pilot site are described in Table 8.
Table 8. SOREA pilot site relevant installed equipment list.
Description
Gateway “Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+”
with a “Z-WAVE.ME RaZberry2
Transceiver”
Smart switch: Aeotec Nano Switch with
Energy Metering
Qubino: Flush Dimmer 0-10 V
Aeon Labs Multisensor 6 – Z Wave Plus
(Temperature – Humidity – Light Sensor
– Presence)

Usage

Number of
Units Installed

Building wide

2

Radiators at water heater
energy metering and control
One per office for energy
metering and lighting control
One per working station for
measurement of user comfort

6
5
8

Further to the infrastructure documented above, the equipment to be installed at the SOREA pilot site
within the DRIMPAC project is listed below:










Real-time voltage/current/power meters at building location: 4
Data concentrator: 2
Substation instrumentation (Real-time meters and Power line communication devices)
Sensors (temperature, humidity, CO2): 10 apartments + 1 office building
Mini PC: (10 apartments + 1 office building)
Actuators including software for DR: 10 apartments + 1 office building
Small energy counters with home display: 10 apartments + 1 office building
Circuit breakers and protection: 10 apartments + 1 office building
Network peripherals
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3.2

DRIMPAC-wide Overview in Relation to DRIMPAC Architecture

The four pilot sites for DRIMPAC between them offer various opportunities for testing the DRIMPAC
solution in the three domains specific to its architectural considerations, namely DER, Tertiary and
Residential.
3.2.1 Existing Infrastructure
An overview of the existing infrastructure at the pilot demonstration sites and its controllability is
provided in Table 9.
Table 9. Overview of Existing Significant Infrastructure Available to Pilot Sites and
Controllability.
Pilot

Resources

Identified generation
/storage resources

Generation

70 kWp Rooftop PV
System on
Administration building

Tertiary

Generation

175 kWp PV park
connected to residential
apartments

Residential

UCY

UCY

Type

Use cases
to be tested
Price based DR
Incentive based
DR
Self-consumption
Price based DR
Incentive based
DR
Self-consumption

DER
integration
testing

Generation
& Storage

3 kWp PV array and 9
kWh storage

UCY

Chillers

chillers on transformer
for building cooling

SOREA

Generation &
storage
Loads

2 EVs, 75kW PV

Tertiary

Price based DR
Incentive based
DR
Self-consumption
(PV-EVs)

SOREA

Loads

Various home and office
based

Residential

Price based DR
Incentive based
DR

Various home and office
based

Tertiary/residen
tial

Dynamic energy
tariffs for
multiple carriers

UCY

Generation
SWT
Loads

Tertiary
/ District level
heating
/cooling

Public

Controllabilit
y
/Interfacing
No control
capabilities

No control
capabilities
An RTU will
utilise IEC
61850
protocol to
interact with
the DER
Via BEMS
setpoints
Directly and
through
central
interfacing
system
through an
API
Energy
management
will be
performed by
end-users
Raspberry
pi/Smart
switches –
Gateways
interacting
with
DRIMPAC
solution
BEMS,
Raspberry
pi/Smart
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will be tested.
Optimize cost
across all
available carriers.
Self-consumption
for residential
user with a roof
PV system.

MyEnergi
a

Loads

Various home and office
based

Tertiary
/residential

Price based DR
Incentive based
DR

switches/Smar
t thermostats –
Gateways
interacting
with
DRIMPAC
solution
Raspberry
pi/Smart
switches/Smar
t
thermostats/S
mart Lighting/
HVAC control
devices –
Gateways
interacting
with
DRIMPAC
solution

An estimation of the flexibility volume of each one of the above assets (flexibility sources) is
presented in “D4.5: Plan for the deployment of the DRIMPAC solution and required equipment to
pilot premises”, while the methodology for extracting the flexibility can be found in “D2.5 Humancentric flexibility extraction and demand elasticity estimation component”.
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4. Overview of DRIMPAC General Business Models
This section introduces a set of business models which investigate the commercial exploitation of the
tools that will be developed in the context of the DRIMPAC project. The objectives of the scenarios
are economically oriented, in the sense that they target to maximize the potential profits for the
participating actors. The DRIMPAC project deliverable, D1.2 ‘Innovative energy retailer business
model proposal and market analysis’ proposed 3 business models focused on the distinct and separable
concepts of:




An integrated supplier and retailer offering
An independent aggregator
A flexibility service company

The corresponding business models are reviewed below.
4.1

Integrated Supplier and Aggregator Business Model

Figure 6. DRIMPAC Integrated supplier and aggregator business model schematic.
Due to existing client relationships and only internal processing of metering and settlement, this
solution might be the best starting point for developing the market for demand response for small- and
medium-sized loads, like for the DRIMPAC solution. However, it does not allow for independent
aggregation, which is seen as an important market driver.
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4.2

Independent Aggregator Business Model

Figure 7. DRIMPAC Independent aggregator business model schematic.
This business model attempts to overcome the limitations of the integrated supplier and aggregator
business model, however, for the price of a significantly higher complexity. This complexity is
induced by the need of appropriate measurement and verification of demand response activation and
subsequently processing and settlement of occurring imbalances. Even though the DRIMPAC solution
is a major prerequisite of the establishment of such a business case, high transaction costs for settingup client relationship might limit this model to medium- and large-sized loads.
4.3

FLESCO Business Model

Figure 8. DRIMPAC FLESCO business model schematic.
This business model does not have the complexity of the DRIMPAC Independent aggregator business
model. However, revenue streams are limited as this service only focused on the optimal use of
dynamic energy tariffs and does not trade flexibility on the wholesale or any other market. On the
other hand, this business model could be a beneficial add-on for services like facility management.
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Similarly, to the DRIMPAC Independent aggregator business model, this model is not expected to be
broadly applied at clients with only small flexible loads.
4.4

DRIMPAC Pilot-Specific Business Models

An explicit description on how the identified DRIMPAC General Business Models will be applied at
each pilot-site is presented in this section. The following Pilot-Specific Business Models were derived
based on the specificities of each pilot-site as well as the electricity market regulations of each one of
the four countries.
4.4.1 UCY Pilot-Specific Business Models
After a review of the DRIMPAC models presented above, the business model test cases derived for
UCY are as follows:
The Independent Aggregator business model: The residential buildings at UCY will be used to test
the activation of assets for payments. This will not be done by direct load control, but by messaging
requests. The activation of users’ energy assets will be verified by measurements. Active residential
users at UCY will receive incentives for participation.
The FLESCO business model: UCY can utilize the DRIMPAC solution in order to test the role of
FLESCO, controlling energy assets throughout the campus to generate savings. The tertiary buildings
(University Library; Finance, Economics and Business; and Administration) will allow the DRIMPAC
solution to control building assets by load control via the BEMs.
Table 10. Business models applied to the Cypriot pilot site
Business Model
Integrated
Supplier &
Aggregator
Independent
Aggregator

Yes/No
No

Why/How

Yes

FLESCO

Yes

FOSS, UCY can act as an Aggregator who has access to the DR
potentials of clients and manages them towards the various
flexibility markets. The income streams will originate from virtual
payments from the national DSO (EAC) that would reflect
reduced balance power expenses in a balance group. Depending
on the contractual agreement, the aggregator will compensate the
clients in his portfolio through various coupons that can be
redeemed at the different shops within the campus. UCY will
manage all local resources but also providing services that can
include implicit and explicit DR schemes across the different
prosumers/consumers embedded in the campus Energy
Community, by integrating in the most optimal and cost-effective
manner the active sources of the interconnected community.
FOSS, UCY can act as a flexibility service company (FLESCO),
taking care of load shifts at the equipment installed across the
UCY campus, in a way that the DRIMPAC customers
(departments, facilities, student residents) will take maximum
benefit of the employed TOU tariff. The FLESCO’s remuneration
may be either fixed or performance based. Implicit DR services
for optimal use of TOU-contracts can be offered as stand-alone
services, where the economic advantageousness of the business
model is depending on the spread between high and low price in
the tariff structure.
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From the technical point of view, the success factors for this BM
is the technical know-how and ability of FOSS, UCY in operating
facilities through the master control systems (central building
management systems) as well as the capability to manage
information about price signals – potentially dynamic price signals
–at the customers metering points for a larger number of
customers.
4.4.2 MyEnergia Pilot-Specific Business Models
After a review of the DRIMPAC models presented above, the Spanish business model will focus on
the concept of the Aggregator, both as Integrated Supplier/Aggregator and Independent Aggregator.
MyEnergia will test the first one, the Integrated Supplier & Aggregator, with implicit DR use cases in
part of their residential users and in building-manager controlled zones in Magalia building, where
day-ahead information about electricity prices triggers the change of user’s behaviour in order to
reduce their energy bills. The Independent Aggregator business model will be tested in the offices of
Parque Cientifico, Magalia building and the rest of the residential users, with Explicit DR signals and
incentives to obtain flexibility from the existing loads.
Table 11. Business models applied to the Spanish pilot site
Business Model
Integrated
Supplier &
Aggregator

Yes/No
Yes

Independent
Aggregator

Yes

FLESCO

No

Why/How
MIWenergia as an electricity retailer, will influence the energy
consumption behaviour of users in order to reduce their energy
bills due to lower electricity market prices. Implicit DR scenario
will be tested and by the use of dynamic tariffs, users will
receive day ahead information about electricity market prices to
adapt their consumption in order to reduce their energy bills.
Through the access to users DR potential, MIWenergia will act
as an aggregator participating in flexibility markets. Revenues
will come from a virtual DSO and incentives will be given to
project participants when they adapt their consumption as
requested. Explicit DR scenario will be tested through automated
control over some flexible loads or user acceptance to flexibility
request. In this way participants will (or could) provide the
flexibility requested.
Although DR scenarios could be tested for some users with ToU
tariffs, it is not planned to test this generic business model in the
Spanish pilot site.
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4.4.3 SWT Pilot-Specific Business Models
SWT will focus on the Integrated Supplier and Aggregator business model which will be tested in
residential and commercial buildings. SWT will test implicit DR scenarios and offer their customers
and employees a dynamic tariff on day-ahead basis. Based on this tariff, the customers can change
their usage pattern of energy consumption and reduce their energy bills due to lower electricity prices.
Additional to these manually change of usage pattern, it is foreseen to have load control of heat pumps
(where available) via a DRIMPAC automated device to have an automated load control. Using the
dynamic price, the DRIMPAC controller automatically controls the heat pump and sets the set point.
To guarantee the users comfort, it is necessary that the end users have the same control over their
devices and have the possibility to overwrite the planned set point. Moreover, customers with a roof
PV system are used to optimize their own consumption by using load shifting when significant
generation exists. The users can change their usage pattern like washing etc. following to their PVgeneration profile to optimize their direct use of renewable energy.
Value Propositions:
 Values Retailer optimizes profits, new clients
 Values Clients: measurement of electricity consumption, reduced energy bill
Table 12. Business models applied to the German pilot site
Business Model
Integrated
Supplier &
Aggregator

Yes/No
Yes

Independent
Aggregator

No

FLESCO

No

Why/How
SWT will test implicit DR scenarios and offer their customers a
dynamic tariff on day-ahead basis. Based on this tariff, the
customers change their usage pattern of energy consumption and
reduce their energy bills due to lower electricity prices. Basis for
the creation of the dynamic prices is the forecast of renewable
energy production and the forecast of energy consumption of the
SWT customers. By combining these forecasts, it will be drawn
up a balance sheet with surpluses and deficits. The SWT point of
view is a balancing responsible party with the aim to achieve a
well- balanced balancing group. Therefore, forecasted energy
surpluses leads to a cheaper price and a deficit leads to a higher
price. The customers receive these dynamic prices day ahead to
plan their energy use for the next day and reduce their energy
costs. SWT benefits are an enhanced direct use of renewable
energies and a contribution to a well-balanced balancing group.
The Independent aggregator business model is a high complexity
business model and therefore limited to medium- and large-sized
loads. Due to that fact and since the SWT customer portfolio
covers a lot of residential customer with relatively low loads, it
is not planned to test this business model in the German pilot
site.
Since also the FLESCO business will also not applied at
customers with relatively small flexible loads and it is mainly a
beneficial add-on for services like facility management, it is not
planned to test this business model in the German pilot site.

4.4.4 SOREA Pilot-Specific Business Models
SOREA as an electricity retailer will also act as Integrated Supplier and Aggregator via exploiting
assets under its energy portfolio.
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Table 13. Business models applied to the French pilot site
Business Model
Integrated
Supplier &
Aggregator

Yes/No
Yes

Independent
Aggregator
FLESCO

No

Why/How
SOREA will act as an electricity retailer, providing the best
prices at optimum timings. Focus will be on the energy bills for
our customers, influencing their consumption behaviour by
giving them the best information relative to peak period and
market prices. Implicit DR scenarios will be tested, and
measurement of its impacts will be evaluated. Moreover, in
some cases defined under specific technical restrictions, explicit
DR scenario will be able to be experimented.

No
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5. Feedback from User Group and Stakeholders
5.1

Overview of Stakeholders

The integration of Demand Response into the energy system is a topic of interest to many actors in the energy system. The viewpoints of actors and their
attitudes to various demand response initiatives are reviewed and documented in following table.
Table 14. Review of Industry Actor Perspectives on Demand Response Initiatives.
DR cluster
Actors

Direct Load Control

Load curtailment
requests

Demand reduction
bidding

Ancillary Service
provision

Distribution System
Operator

High interest as the
market facilitator and use
of demand flexibilities for
optimal use of
infrastructure and
security of supply.

Directly interested in
responding to local or
system needs. In general,
this action is highly
automated.

Directly interested
since DR will be
used as an alternative
to grid reinforcement
and optimal use of
resources.

Directly interested
since ancillary
services will be of
prime importance in
the day to day
activities of DSOs

Retailers

Directly involved since
load management of their
load portfolio can be
directly implemented by
retailers or through
aggregators requiring
bilateral agreement.

Directly interested since
load curtailment should
be adequately addressed
in the contracts of their
customers.

Directly interested
since DR can be part
of their portfolio and
its usage affects their
daily activity.

Directly involved since
load management is part
of their portfolio.

Directly interested since
load curtailment should
be adequately addressed
in the contracts of their
customers.

Directly interested
since DR is part of
their portfolio acting
on behalf of the
providers aiming to
achieve the highest
possible revenues.

Aggregators

Public

Directly interested
since ancillary
services are a
common charge to all
users of the grid
through a regulated
methodology.
Directly interested
since ancillary
services can be one
of their aggregated
products that they put
forward in response
to calls.
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Implicit DR
High interest as the
market facilitator to
use implicit DR
effectively in optimal
use of infrastructure
and security of
supply.
Directly involved
since load
management through
tariffs is an important
day to day function
for generating their
revenues.
Lightly involved
since their main
portfolio is not tariff
dependent.
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Interested but
unavoidable.

Directly interested
since DR is one
option for managing
flexibility within
their load synthesis
for minimizing
energy cost without
losing comfort.

Regulator

Directly involved since
market regulation as they
are responsible for market
regulation.

Interested to see the
aggregated effect as
evidence for market and
grid development.

Interested to oversee
that the market is
operating smoothly
to the benefit of the
end user.

Transmission System
Operator

Not in the direct
responsibilities of TSOs /
limited usage

Directly interested but
acting through the local
DSO.

Not in the direct
control of TSOs but
aggregated result is
useful to balance the
system.

Balance Responsible
Party

Directly involved since
load management is
directly related to the
balance of the grid.

Directly interested since
load curtailment is the
result of imbalance at a
specific point in time.

Not directly involved or
affected.

Directly interested since
load curtailment is a
system need that results
usually from generation
shortage.

Consumers/Prosumers

Generating Companies

Directly involved since
load management is an
option that they should
explore for optimal
energy management.

Public

Directly interested
since DR usage
affects hour to hour
balance hence
directly involved in
the process.
Directly interested
since their generation
planning is
dependent on the
aggregated DR and
the corresponding

Directly interested
since they can be
providers through the
aggregated services
of their aggregators
Interested to oversee
that the market and
operators follow
smoothly the
respective policy /
regulation on
ancillary services.
Directly interested
since ancillary
services are of prime
importance in the day
to day activities of
TSOs

Directly involved
since load
management through
effective use of
tariffs can optimise
their energy use cost.

Directly involved
since market
regulation as they are
responsible for
market regulation.

Not in the direct
responsibilities of
TSOs

Not in their direct
interest.

Directly involved
since load
management is
directly related to the
balance of the grid.

Directly interested
since ancillary
services are a
complementary
source of income and
they will surge

Not directly involved
or affected.
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quoted prices.
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maximising profits
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5.2

Stakeholder Feedback

Stakeholder feedback has been gathered by a review of expressed viewpoints from an online workshop
held with DRIMPAC partners and Stakeholders. The collected feedback aided in identification of the
stakeholder and user requirements presented in the Section 6 of this deliverable. The DRIMPAC
solution and business models are addressing the needs of the industry that are summarised below:
 DR presents a resource heavy task for industry stakeholders and an integrated system will aid
this
 Integration of existing equipment needs to be addressed and a focus on interoperability is key
to this
 The accuracy of load forecasting needs to be improved
 The complexity of signalling needs to be reduced
 New technology is required to efficiently and effectively implement DR programmes
 Better price forecasting is required for effective operation
For reference, the involvement of actors as defined in the above business models is shown in Table 15.
The term “Utility” refers to the independent power producers (IPPs) who develop, own, and operate
power plants to generate the electricity to meet this demand from their consumers. Utilities engage in
electricity generation and distribution of electricity for sale in a regulated market. It is a more generic
term, that represents the not-unbundled DSOs/Retailers/Producers also known as vertically integrated”
utilities.
Table 15. Stakeholders/Industry Actors Mapped to DRIMPAC General Business Models.
Actor

Business Model

Utility
Retailer
TSO
BRP
DSO
FLESCO

1, 2, 3
1
2
2
2
3

Further feedback from Stakeholders will be gathered throughout the project. Key questions to be
addressed in gathering this feedback are:
From the energy consumers' (prosumers') perspective:
Which are the most important barriers for the integration of small and medium loads in the
flexibility markets?
(1-not important; 5-very important)











No offers available
General complexity of flexibility offers (concept is hard to understand)
Loads are unknown
Loads are too small
Technology is not available (smart meters, smart appliances, smart plugs etc.)
Expected revenue is too small
Upfront efforts and costs (offers, contracts, investment costs)
Risk of increase of energy bill
Risk of comfort deviations
Loss of control on assets
Public
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Data privacy concerns
other, please note: ........

From the aggregators' (retailer or independent aggregator) perspective:
Which are the most important barriers for offering flexibility products for small and medium loads
(prosumers)?
(1-not important; 5-very important)










Regulatory framework
General complexity of flexibility offers (concept is hard to understand)
Loads are too small
Technology is not available (smart meters, smart appliances, smart plugs etc.)
Expected revenue/profit is too small
Upfront efforts and costs (product development, offers, contracts, investment costs)
Risk of comfort deviations/complaints of clients/residents
Data privacy concerns
other, please note: ........

From the aggregators' (retailer or independent aggregator) perspective:
Which are the most important opportunities for offering flexibility products for small and medium
loads?
(1-not important; 5-very important)








New business opportunities
Keep existing customers
Attract new customers
Additional profits
Reduced costs (e.g. within the balance group)
Additional services (based on collected data)
other, please note: ........

General questions on the market development:
What are the main customer groups for Demand Response offers for small and medium loads?
(1-not important; 5-very important)






Residential customers
Energy communities
Tertiary buildings
Small and medium enterprises
Other: ...............

What are main preconditions for the market development of Demand Response?
(1-not important; 5-very important)






Changes in regulatory framework?
Development of energy market design?
Increase of energy tariffs?
Image of participation in the energy transition?
Other: .............
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Who will be offering Demand Response services?
(1-not important; 5-very important)





5.3

Energy suppliers
Independent Aggregators
Flexibility Service Providers
Other: .........

Overview of User Group

The User Group on the DRIMPAC project includes a variety of people representing residential users,
office staff, commercial staff, technical staff and service users. Feedback from the User Group
gathered to date is presented below. The feedback collected so far is minimal. However, as the
DRIMPAC solution is being developed and the users are better informed of what to expect the
feedback will increase significantly.
Even though the pilot-leaders had planned a number of physical workshops and focus group sessions,
the COVID-19 outbreak as well as technical challenges in developing the DRIMPAC solution have
prevented the organization of those events, subsequently the collection of feedback by a larger sample.
Additional workshops and focus groups (physical or virtual) will be held when the DRIMPAC
proposed solution will be finalised, while feedback collected from the aforementioned events will be
included in “D4.6: Report on the operation and use of the DRIMPAC solution during pilot testing”.
5.3.1 Profiling
The age range of user group respondents to date is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. User Group Respondents Age Range.
The roles of respondents and their interactions with the pilot sites is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. User Group Respondents Roles and Pilot Interactions.
An overview of the attitudes of the User Group respondents to Demand Response can be found in
Figure 11, Figure 12, Figure 13 and Figure 14.

Figure 11. User Group Respondents’ Views on Need to Reduce GHG Emissions.
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Figure 12. User Group Respondents – Awareness of Demand Response.

Figure 13. User Group Respondents – Existing Technological Equipment.
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Figure 14. User Group Respondents – Willingness and Conditions of Allowing Device Control.
5.3.2 Current View of Pilot Site
The User Group respondents current views of energy use and comfort at the UCY pilot site is
presented in Figure 15, Figure 16, Figure 17, Figure 18 and Figure 19.

Figure 15. User Group Respondents – Current Temperature Comfort.
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Figure 16. User Group Respondents – Current Lighting Comfort.

Figure 17. User Group Respondents – Current Energy Reliability.
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Figure 18. User Group Respondents – Current View on Energy Efficiency.

Figure 19. User Group Respondents – Current View on Clean Energy Considerations.
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5.3.3 Smart Appliances
An overview of the User Group respondents smart appliances and attitudes towards them is present
below in Figure 20, Figure 21 and Figure 22.

Figure 20. User Group Respondents – Smart Appliance Ownership.
The listed equipment included:
 Wi-fi lamps
 smart sockets
 air conditioning units
 washing machines
 water boilers
 lighting controllers
 television
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Figure 21. User Group Respondents – Control of Smart Appliances.

Figure 22. User Group Respondents – Willingness to Purchase Smart Appliances.
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5.3.4 Views on Business Models
The views of the User Group respondents on the DRIMPAC general business cases as presented above
in section 4, 'Overview of DRIMPAC General Business Models’ is presented below in
Figure 23,
Figure 23,
Figure 24, Figure 25 and Figure 26.

Figure 23. User Group Respondents – Views on Retailer Device Control.

Figure 24. User Group Respondents – Views on Aggregator Device Control.
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Figure 25. User Group Respondents – Views on FLESCO Device Control.

Figure 26. User Group Respondents – Views on Personal Device Control.
The related concerns expressed by respondents are:




They do not consider their loads flexible
They are worried about control at undesirable times
They want to know more about the outlook of any entity before committing to an arrangement
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6. Deriving the DRIMPAC Business Cases, Use cases & Requirements
The engagement with the main stakeholders and users has produced sufficient documentation to
support a collection of business cases and use cases that reflect equally some of the existing
constraints in the flexibility markets but also some of the opportunities that the DRIMPAC solution
will unlock for its involved actors.
A business case captures the reasoning that facilitates a decision to start a project. A use case is a list
of event steps typically defining the interactions between a system and an actor in order to accomplish
a specific goal.
As presented in Figure 27, the DRIMPAC conceptual architecture consists of three distinct operational
layers namely the DER, Residential and Tertiary layers.

Figure 27. DRIMPAC Conceptual Architecture with highlighted DER, Residential & Tertiary
Layers.
For the tertiary buildings and the residential buildings, the aggregator level optimization provides an
aggregated DR signal addressed to the buildings as units. There should be a second level of
optimization within the buildings that should distribute the building-level DR request/command to the
device level (HVAC, lighting etc). These local, building-level optimizers are noted in the high-level
architecture found in the DoA as “OpenADR DRAS client/BEMS” and “Energy Management
Gateway/Customer Energy Manager” for tertiary and residential buildings respectively.
For the DER domain, due to the scale of the DER assets and their connection to the grid, there is a
special design that entails the optimization / distribution of DR requests per DER at the aggregator
level. In that sense, each DER (e.g. solar pharm or CHP) is considered to be equal to a whole
residential or tertiary building.
In this scope, the main outcomes of the interaction with the stakeholders led to the identification and
definition of the relevant business cases (BCs) and associated Use Cases (UCs) as well as the
requirement for each involved actor and the three layers of the DRIMPAC project.
The following sections present an overview of the derived BCs and UCs, that are explicitly described
in “D1.4 - DRIMPAC technical specifications and system architecture” and focuses on the relevant
derived User Requirements for each actor. For consistency purposes, the numbering of the BCs and
UCs remains the same as those presented in D1.4. The main scope in this deliverable is to present the
derived User Requirements for each one of the DR actors.
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6.1

DSO

6.1.1 DSO Business Cases
DRIMPAC solution focuses on DR signals coming only from the DSO and not the TSO or the BRP.
BC – DSO - 01: Contracting Aggregators in order to utilize a pool of flexible generation and
consumption resources for avoiding grid issues
 Objective: The DSO aims through DR to effectively avoid potential grid violations. This is
achieved with strategies such as demand Peak shaving to avoid congestion and generation
curtailment to avoid overvoltage.

6.1.2 DSO Use Cases
The UCs related to the DSO BC are:
UC - 03: DSO requests DR flexibility offer from Aggregator/s
 Objective: The DSO requests DR flexibility offers from the various Aggregators
UC - 04: Explicit DR flexibility order dispatching by the DSO
 Objective: A DSO communicates with a specific Aggregator(s), in order to establish DR
flexibility contracts for the Aggregator(s), and their actions to act explicit Demand Response.

6.1.3 DSO User Requirements
The derived User Requirements related to the DSO business cases are presented in Table 16.
Table 16. User Requirements related to DRIMPAC DSO Business Cases.
ID

Description

Rationale

URDSO
-01

As a DSO, I want to see live
energy metering data from all
assets in the Reserve program
received through a dedicated
terminal

To ensure sites
enlisted in Reserve
programmes are
available as
contracted

URDSO
-02
URDSO
-03
URDSO
-04
URDSO
-05

As a DSO, I want to have
sufficient capacity.

To ensure operation
of the distribution
system
To ensure
generation and
demand balance
To ensure energy
transport

DSO

As a DSO, I want to dispatch
Reserve contracts through a
dedicated interface

To allow secure
dispatch
communication
with Aggregators /
Prosumers

DSO

As a DSO, I want to register to

To establish

DSO

UR-

As a DSO, I want to receive
constant network information on
demand.
As a DSO, I want to receive
profitable electricity prices

Public

Originato
r
DSO

DSO

DSO

Challenges/Barriers
Live minute by
minute energy
consumption data for
all sites enlisted in
Reserve programmes
is streamed through a
dedicated interface
Sufficient planning is
needed
Efficient
communication
equipment
Prices must be
profitable for
everyone involved
Dispatch notification
is received by the
Prosumer /
Aggregator via a fast
and dedicated
interface
Sufficient planning is
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DSO
-06
URDSO
-07
URDSO
-08

URDSO
-09

URDSO
-10
URDSO
-11
URDSO
-12

the system as DRIMPAC DSO
As a DSO, I want to have
communication channel between
DSO and DRIMPAC.
As a DSO, I want the DRIMPAC
system to provide (the definition
of) API’s to enable
communication with other
parties.
As a DSO, I want the DRIMPAC
system to be able to receive the
generation forecasts for DER
systems that belong to me or a
third-party.

seamless
connection
To establish
seamless
connection
To establish
seamless
connection

needed
DSO

DSO

Efficient
communication
equipment
Sufficient planning is
needed

To minimise gap
between generation
and demand

DSO

Efficient
communication
equipment

As a DSO, I want to be able to
register DRIMPAC Aggregators

To ensure energy
transport

DSO

Sufficient planning is
needed

As a DSO, I want to be able to
make flexibility request to
Aggregators according to USEF
framework
As a DSO, I want to be able to
receive flexibility offers from the
Aggregators (via DRIMPAC)
following the USEF framework
sequence.

To ensure energy
transport

DSO

Sufficient planning is
needed

The parameters:
- Upward
consumption
flexibility in kW
- Downward
consumption
flexibility in kW
- Upward
generation
flexibility in kW
- Downward
generation
flexibility in kW
(curtailment)
- Baseline
consumption
- Cost of offered
flexibility
Identify most
profitable

DSO

Sufficient planning is
needed

DSO

Avoid peak demand
and congestion
issues

DSO

Efficient
communication
equipment
Efficient
communication
equipment

Maximise revenue

DSO

URDSO
-13
URDSO
-14

As a DSO, I want to be able to
select from several flexibility
offers.
As a DSO, I want to be able to
send Flexibility-Order to
Aggregator for Explicit DR.

URDSO
-15

As a DSO, I want the system to
be able to quantify in near-real
time the current of day-ahead
flexibility that could be provided

Public
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communication
equipment
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from the Aggregator to the DSO.
URDSO
-16

As a DSO, I want to be informed
on the execution status of the DR
request via reports.

To ensure energy
transport

Public
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6.2

Aggregator

6.2.1 Aggregator Business Cases
Aggregators in DRIMPAC assume the role of the retailer as well. Aggregators will request
consumption and generation flexibility from the end-users under his portfolio and offer it to the DSO
through implicit and explicit DR scenarios.
BC – AGR - 01: Contracting assets (district-level DER, buildings, apartments) in order to aggregate
their generation/consumption flexibility to create offers to the DSO for explicit DR
 Objective: Create a pool of flexible assets for flexibility offering to the DSO in explicit DR
scenarios
BC – AGR - 02: Contracting assets (DER, buildings, apartments) in order to offer dynamic pricing
schemes
 Objective: Create a pool of flexible assets for dynamic pricing offering to the prosumers in
implicit DR scenarios
BC – AGR - 03: Aggregator as a Microgrid Operator
 Objective: Aggregator, as the Microgrid Operator, can leverage the versatility and efficiency
of distributed generation and storage, and the flexibility of DR-enabled demand, to provide a
cost-effective and grid-cooperative solution in an uncertain environment.
BC – AGR - 04: Provision of forecasting services to the DSO
 Objective: The Aggregator, due to the already advanced visibility of consumer/prosumer
patterns under his portfolio, can provide forecasted data to the DSO in the form of contracted
services.

6.2.2 Aggregator Use Cases
The UCs related to the Aggregator BCs are:
UC - 01: Asset registration management
 Objective: To describe the registration process of the building or DER assets through the
OpenADR Middleware and a single Access Point containing registration information.
UC - 02: Contract Flexibility
 Objective: Aggregator contracts Asset Managers to agree on available flexibility and control
either consumption, or production.
UC - 03: DSO requests DR flexibility offer from Aggregator/s
 Objective: The DSO requests DR flexibility offers from the various Aggregators
UC - 04: Explicit DR flexibility order dispatching by the DSO
 Objective: A DSO communicates with a specific Aggregator(s), in order to establish DR
flexibility contracts for the Aggregator(s), and their actions to act explicit Demand Response.
UC - 05: Event-triggered activated explicit DR flexibility
 Objective: After having received the DR flexibility order from the DSO, the Aggregator’s
DRMS, performs an internal optimization process, considering all the necessary information,
in order to determine which assets to utilize.
UC - 06: Dynamic energy price dispatching for implicit DR
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Objective: Communicate dynamic day-ahead pricing to end-users for implicit DR and cost
efficiency.

UC - 07: Implicit Demand Response activation
 Objective: To enable implicit DR scenarios based on dynamic pricing schemes dispatched by
retailers to the prosumers via DRIMPAC.
6.2.3 Aggregator User Requirements
The user requirements for the DRIMPAC Aggregator that were derived based on the discussions with
the relevant stakeholders are presented in the following table.
Table 17. User Requirements related to DRIMPAC Aggregator Business Cases.
ID
URAGR-01

URAGR-02

Description

Rationale

Originator

As an Aggregator, I
need to see site or
asset minute by
minute energy
metering data on a
chart via a simple user
interface
As an Aggregator, I
want to receive alerts
when site metering
data have delays

To ensure site
metering data is
reliable for
Reserve
Programmes

Aggregator

To allow for
timely
troubleshooting of
any
communication
problems that may
have impact on
ability to dispatch
assets
To ensure there
are no penalties
risk linked to site
under
performance; to
identify
opportunities for
trading /
imbalance markets

Aggregator

Alerts are generated
when delay in
communication with
site metering
equipment is higher
than 1 minute

Aggregator

Load forecast for
each asset is
received on an
hourly basis for the
hour ahead. Forecast
is then compared
with real metering
data; deviation
should not exceed
10%
On the start of a
dispatch event, the
Aggregator ops team
is notified that a
smart contract is
activated for a
specific site
On the completion
of a smart contract
settlement, a
transaction summary

URAGR-03

As an aggregator, I
need to receive a load
forecast with accuracy
within 10% of actual
every hour for the
hour ahead for an
asset running in a
reserve programme

URAGR-04

As an aggregator, I
need to receive
notification when a
smart contract triggers
a settlement

To monitor status
of smart contracts

Aggregator

URAGR-05

As an aggregator, I
need to receive a
summary of an
automated settlement

To monitor
transactions
through smart
contracts

Aggregator

Public

Challenges/Barrier
s
Minute by minute
energy metering
data is displayed live
on a simple user
interface
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through a smart
contract including
duration of dispatch,
energy delivered /
turndown, price and
total earnings for the
event

URAGR-06

URAGR-07

URAGR-08

URAGR-09

URAGR-10

URAGR-11

URAGR-12

As an aggregator, I
want to be able to list
all past dispatches
based on selected
dates
As Aggregator, I want
to have secure login
mechanism for the
aggregator/retailer
As Aggregator I want,
DRIMPAC to provide
the means for
communicating with
DSO in regards with
the DSO DR requests
As Aggregator, I want
to have information
about the flexibility of
each flexibility asset
registered to me via
DRIMPAC
As Aggregator, I want
to be able to query via
DRIMPAC the
flexibility of
registered to me DERs
(district level DER or
buildings) based on
criteria such as DR
capabilities,
reliability, other (to be
defined)
As Aggregator, I want
to be able to offer
available flexibility to
DSO for
contracting/reservatio
n via DRIMPAC
As Aggregator, I want
to be able to establish
and update contracts
with flexibility asset
managers

is sent to the
Aggregator’s ops
team via email
including duration
of dispatch, energy
delivered /
turndown, price and
total earnings for the
event
When dates are
selected from a
calendar menu the
dispatch events are
filtered accordingly
Sufficient planning
is needed

To generate
performance
analysis

Aggregator

To prevent any
data breaches

Aggregator

To respond to
flexibility requests

Aggregator

Efficient
communication
equipment

To optimally
manage portfolio
and maximise
revenue

Aggregator

Sufficient planning
is needed

To optimally
manage portfolio
and maximise
revenue

Aggregator

Sufficient planning
is needed

To participate in
flexibility markets

Aggregator

Sufficient planning
is needed

To exploit any
new flexibility
sources

Aggregator

Sufficient planning
is needed
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URAGR-13

URAGR-14

URAGR-15

URAGR-16

URAGR-17

URAGR-18

URAGR-19

As Aggregator, I want
to be able to remove a
DER from the pool of
DERs registered to me
As Aggregator, I want
to have information
about the
generation/demand
forecasting of the
district-level DERs
As Aggregator, I want
DRIMPAC to provide
the means to transmit
operation schedules to
the connected DER
systems and perform
the controls
As Aggregator, I want
DRIMPAC to be able
to download
wholesale electricity
price information
ENTSO-e and make it
available to the
aggregators/retailers
As Aggregator, I want
DRIMPAC to enable
the retail price
formulation by the
Aggregator/retailer for
Time of Use (ToU)
dynamic pricing based
on parameters such as
country, taxes,
premiums, other (e.g.
network fees)
As Aggregator, I want
to be able to distribute
the monetary benefits
to participating DER
managers and also
making a profit for the
service provision
As Aggregator, I want
to be able to view
spatio-temporal &
operational historical
and real time/near
real-time analysis of
the portfolio, taking
into account the
energy consumption

To remove clients
that are no longer
active

Aggregator

Sufficient planning
is needed

To optimally
manage portfolio
and maximise
revenue

Aggregator

Accurate forecasting
algorithms

To optimally
manage portfolio
and maximise
revenue

Aggregator

Efficient
communication
equipment

To optimally
manage portfolio
and maximise
revenue

Aggregator

Access to prices

To optimally
manage portfolio
and maximise
revenue

Aggregator

Identification of
relevant parameters

To accurately
compensate his
clients

Aggregator

Accurate estimation
of distributed
monetary benefits

To optimally
manage portfolio
and maximise
revenue

Aggregator

Sufficient planning
is needed
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URAGR-20

and flexibility aspects.
The historical analysis
should refer to
different levels of
granularity.
As Aggregator, I want
to have dynamic
pricing

URAGR-21

As Aggregator, I want
to monitor Historical
and Real Time
Operation of the
portfolio

URAGR-22

As Aggregator, I want
to monitor aggregated
statistical data

URAGR-23

As Aggregator, I want
to have automated
alerts when site
metering data has
delays

DRIMPAC must
be enable the retail
price formulation
by the Aggregator
based on the
wholesale day
ahead prices based
on parameters
such as country,
situation (e.g.
critical pricing),
other
Aggregator should
be able to view
spatio-temporal &
operational
historical and real
time/near real-time
analysis of the
portfolio, taking
into account the
energy
consumption and
flexibility aspects.
The historical
analysis shall refer
to different levels
of granularity.
The Aggregator
should be able see
site or asset
second by second
Power readings
data on a chart via
a simple user
interface in order
to ensure site
metering data is
reliable for
Frequency
Response
Programmes
The aggregator
should be able to
allow timely
troubleshooting of
any
communication
Public

Aggregator

Must have

Aggregator

Must have

Aggregator

Must have

Aggregator

Must have
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URAGR-24

As Aggregator, I
want to receive prices
for specific market
programs and their
respective thresholds

URAGR-25

As Aggregator, I want
to be able to maintain
Comfort Levels

URDER-26

As Aggregator, I want
to have automated
operation

URAGR-27

As Aggregator, I want
to monitor the issued
offers of the suppliers

URAGR-28

As Aggregator, I want
to manually approve
bids before
submission

URAGR-29

As Aggregator, I want
to maintain Comfort
Levels

problems that may
have impact on
ability to dispatch
assets
The aggregator
should be able to
enable the
participation in
different market
programs
The aggregator
should be able to
ensure that
occupants are not
negatively affected
Both the
aggregator and the
facility manager
should be able to
reduce investment
of time and
expertise
The aggregator
should be able to
monitor the
settlements in the
market
The aggregator
should be able to
have human
supervision of the
markets bidding
process
The aggregator
should be able to
ensure that
occupants are not
negatively affected

Public

Aggregator

Must have

Aggregator

Must have

Aggregator

Must have

Aggregator

Must have

Aggregator

Must have

Aggregator

Must have
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6.3

Distributed Energy Resources (DER) Layer - DER facility manager

6.3.1 DER facility manager Business Cases
DSOs may address gird related issues using systems such as DRIMPAC that connect them to
Aggregators who may have control of the DERs operation according to agreements with the DER
managers.
The derived DER BCs are:
BC – DER – 01: Participation of district-level DERs in explicit DR programs
 Objective: To be reimbursed for curtailment of production (e.g. PVs) as well as flexible
operation of electric loads (e.g. CHP, battery)
BC – DER – 02: Participation of district-level DERs in implicit DR programs
 Objective: To exploit dynamic pricing for optimal operation of assets (e.g. batteries)

6.3.2 DER facility manager Use Cases
The derived UCs related to the DER facility manager BCs are:
UC - 01: Asset registration management
 Objective: To describe the registration process of the building or DER assets through the
OpenADR Middleware and a single Access Point containing registration information.
UC - 02: Contract Flexibility
 Objective: Aggregator contracts Asset Managers to agree on available flexibility and control
either consumption, or production.
UC - 05: Event-triggered activated explicit DR flexibility
 Objective: After having received the DR flexibility order from the DSO, the Aggregator’s
DRMS, performs an internal optimization process, considering all the necessary information,
in order to determine which assets to utilize.
UC - 06: Dynamic energy price dispatching for implicit DR
 Objective: Communicate dynamic day-ahead pricing to end-users for implicit DR and cost
efficiency.
UC - 07: Implicit Demand Response activation
 Objective: To enable implicit DR scenarios based on dynamic pricing schemes dispatched by
retailers to the prosumers via DRIMPAC.
6.3.3 DER facility manager User Requirements
In Table 18 the user requirements are presented for the DER facility manager.
Table 18. User Requirements related to DRIMPAC DER Business Cases.
ID
URDER01

Description
As a DER
facility
manager, I
want to bypass
automatically
applied control
strategies

Rational
Real time control will be based on
local building related information,
such as building occupancy and
scheduling, as well as external data,
like weather, energy price tariff

Public

Originator
DER Facility
Manager

Priority
Nice to
have
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URDER02

URDER03

URDER04

URDER05

URDER06

URDER07

(with DER
Control)
As a DER
facility
manager, I
want to have
login access
As a DER
facility
manager, I
want to be
able to
monitor the
overall
operation
As a DER
facility
manager, I
want to be
able to
monitor the
benefits of
participation
in DR
programs
As a DER
facility
manager, I
want to be
able to
monitor
Historical
Local Hub
data (energy
consumption
etc.)
As a DER
facility
manager, I
want to
DRIMPAC to
provide
information
about the
current DER
operation to
the owner of
the DER unit
As a DER
facility
manager, I
want Remote

Secure login mechanism for the
DER facility manager

DER Facility
Manager

Must have

The DER facility manager should
be able to monitor the Energy
behaviour (e.g. Energy consumed,
Energy produced,) for DERs

DER Facility
Manager

Must have

The DER facility manager should
be able to see the monetary benefits
from the DER participation in DR
programs

DER Facility
Manager

Must have

The DER facility manager should
be able to monitor historical
aggregated and correlated
information about the infrastructure
operational status showing energy
consumption, production

DER Facility
Manager

Must have

The DER facility manager should
be able to check on DER live status
as seen by the Aggregator / System
Operator

DER Facility
Manager

Must have

The DER facility manager should
be able to remotely control different
types of DER's in the infrastructure

DER Facility
Manager

This
probably
exists with
the current

Public
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URDER08

URDER09

URDER10

URDER11

URDER12

URDER13

URDER14

Control
Operation
(Direct
Control
Operation)
As a DER
facility
manager, I
want to be
able to register
DER in
DRIMPAC
As a DER
facility
manager, I
want to be
able to update
operating
constraints for
the DER
As a DER
facility
manager, I
want to be
able to arrange
DER
contracting
As a DER
facility
manager, I
want to know
the DER
availability
As a DER
facility
manager, I
want to
receive event
notifications
As a DER
facility
manager, I
want to know
DER
flexibility
information
As a DER
facility
manager, I
want to be
able to offer

DERMS.
No point to
remote
control via
DRIMPAC
Must have

The DER facility manager should
be able to register the DER in
DRIMPAC for participation in DR
programs including static
characteristics such as type,
capacity, connection point to the
grid, geographic location... and DR
capabilities
The DER facility manager should
be able to set constraints on the
operation of the DER based on the
organization and DER-related
scheduling, external-to-DRIMPAC
contracts

DER Facility
Manager

DER Facility
Manager

Must have

The DER facility manager should
be able to establish and update
contracts with the aggregator on the
use of the DER within DRIMPAC

DER Facility
Manager

Must have

The DER facility manager should
be able to temporarily or
permanently withdraw the DER
from DRIMPAC.

DER Facility
Manager

Must have

The DER facility manager should
receive event notifications coming
from DRIMPAC when an abnormal
state occurs in relation to DER
operation within DRIMPAC

DER Facility
Manager

Must have

The DER facility manager should
have information about the
flexibility of each DER registered
to him via DRIMPAC

DER Facility
Manager

Must have

The DER facility manager should
be able to offer available flexibility
to the Aggregator for
contracting/reservation via
DRIMPAC

DER Facility
Manager

Must have
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URDER15

URDER16

URDER17

URDER18

URDER19

flexibility
As a DER
facility
manager, I
want to know
the DER
generation
forecasting
As a DER
facility
manager, I
want to be
able to apply
DER operation
scheduling
As a DER
facility
manager, I
want to know
the DER
operating
restrictions
As a DER
facility
manager, I
want to be
able to have
DER
reservation
As a DER
facility
manager, I
want to be
able to declare
unavailable
assets

The DER facility manager should
have information about the
generation forecasting of the DERs

DER Facility
Manager

Must have

The DER facility manager should
be able to create operating
schedules for each DER registered
to him

DER Facility
Manager

Must have

The DER facility manager should
have access to DER restrictions and
characteristics which should be
taken into account by the
DRIMPAC scheduling module

DER Facility
Manager

Must have

DRIMPAC provides the means to
transmit operation schedules to the
connected DER systems and
perform the controls

DER Facility
Manager

Must have

The DER facility manager should
be able to avoid penalties if assets
are not available due to
maintenance or other reasons

DER Facility
Manager

Must have

User requirements, often referred to as user needs, describe interactions of the user with the system,
such as what activities the users must be able to perform. The technical requirements associated with
the DRIMPAC DER business models are presented in Table 19.

Public
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Table 19. Technical Requirements Derived from DRIMPAC DER Business Models.
Topic
General
system
/platform

ID

Requirement description

DER.G.1
DER.G.2

One DRIMPAC platform may serve several flexibility aggregators
DRIMPAC provides the means to communicate with connected DER
systems
DRIMPAC provides the means to control connected DER systems
DRIMPAC must be able to download wholesale electricity price
information ENTSO-e and make it available to the
aggregators/retailers
DRIMPAC must be able to receive retailer electricity price which
may vary depending in the targeted DER
DRIMPAC should distribute the retail price to DERs in OpenADR
standard
DRIMPAC should provide information about the DER operation to
the owner of the DER unit.
DRIMPAC must provide an interface to handle failure messages
from the Resource Provider
Communication channels between resource providers / DRIMPAC
and Flexibility aggregator / DRIMPAC must exist
Communication channel between DSO and DRIMPAC as well as
Flexibility provider must exist
Flexibility Provider has to be able to search for related contracts
Transmission of information between all actors involved is secure in
terms of reliability and data confidentiality

DER.G.3
DER.G.4

DER.G.5
DER.G.6
DER.G.7
DER.G.8
DER.G.9
DER.G.10
DER.G.11
DER.G.12
DER
registration
module
DER.R.1

DER.R.2
DER.R.3
DER.R.4

DRIMPAC shall support the registration of DER systems with their
characteristics by the DER managers.
The information to be registered shall include the main rated
characteristics of the DER system, consumption/generation changing
capabilities,
as well as information about the location and grid connection point
(PCC)
DRIMPAC provides the means to the DER Resource Provider to
update the data or characteristics of his DER
DRIMPAC must be able to store the information from the resource
providers
Flexibility Aggregator must have access to the registry where DER is
registered and must have means to identify if requesting DER is
registered.

Operational
scheduling
and control
of DER
system
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DER.O.1

DER.O.2

DER.O.3
DER.O.4
DER.O.5

DER.O.6

DER.O.7
DER.O.8

The Resource Provider commits information how the DER system
can be
addressed and found in the DRIMPAC-System (e.g. Resource
Identifier)
The DRIMPAC shall support the reservation of individual functions
of a DER system rather than the whole DER system. That means that
a DER system may be reserved for one function by one flexibility
aggregator and for another function by a second flexibility
aggregator. Functions that can be reserved include flexibility
DRIMPAC will manage the data about booked resources according
to market contracts
Flexibility Providers can find and address specific Resources through
unique Resource Identifiers in DRIMPAC.
DRIMPAC shall be able to execute a schedule for an asset by directly
altering asset operating set points within the via the asset
communication protocols
The flexibility aggregator will be able to dispatch flexibility orders
and thus modify the operation of a DER system that has made
flexibility offer using the OpenADR standard
DRIMPAC should support IEC61850 standard for the control of
district-level DERs
DRIMPAC should support proprietary protocols for the control of
flexibility assets found at the pilot sites.

Queries for
DER
flexibility
according to
DER
capabilities
DER.Q.1

DER.Q.2

DRIMPAC will offer filters for the query and discovery of DER
systems according to capabilities, flexibility and operational
constraints.
DER data found in the registry must be specific enough
(active/reactive power, availability, reliability, connection point in the
system etc.) to enable the Flexibility Aggregator to engage in a
contract with DER Manager.

Forecasting
DER.F.1

DER.F.2

Forecasting information for production and flexibility shall be
available as schedules; a model to express flexibility (including
possible commercial conditions) is required
Daily Forecast (PV) or planning (CHP, batteries) of power
consumption and generation;

Contracting
DER.C.1

DER.C.2
DER.C.3

DER.C.4

Request For Contract. Resource Provider requests Flexibility
Aggregator for conditions (pricing as well as non-functional
conditions). Specific content of this request to be defined.
DSO must be able to send Flexibility-Order (= confirmation of
selected options from Flexibility Offer) to Aggregators
Flexibility Aggregator must be able to receive Flexibility Orders.
DRIMPAC system must provide API for parties to exchange Flex
Request
Flexibility Provider has to be able to distribute the benefits towards
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DER.C.5
DER.C.6

the Resource Provider.
DSO must be able to receive and process Flexibility Offer received
from Aggregator(s)
Privacy for contract data must be ensured
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6.4

Tertiary Layer - Facility Manager

6.4.1 Facility Manager Business Cases
The recent economic growth of the tertiary sector that reflects to its energy consumption along with
the increased predictive behaviour and patterns of the energy consumption renders the tertiary
buildings as an attractive source of flexibility.
The derived Facility Manager BCs are:
BC – TER – 01: Participation of tertiary buildings in explicit DR
 Objective: Be reimbursed for participating in an explicit DR program
BC – TER – 02: Participation of tertiary buildings in implicit DR
 Objective: Be reimbursed for participating in an explicit DR program

6.4.2 Facility Manager Use Cases
The derived UCs related to the tertiary buildings facility manager BCs are:
UC - 01: Asset registration management
 Objective: To describe the registration process of the building or DER assets through the
OpenADR Middleware and a single Access Point containing registration information.
UC - 02: Contract Flexibility
 Objective: Aggregator contracts Asset Managers to agree on available flexibility and control
either consumption, or production.
UC - 05: Event-triggered activated explicit DR flexibility
 Objective: After having received the DR flexibility order from the DSO, the Aggregator’s
DRMS, performs an internal optimization process, considering all the necessary information,
in order to determine which assets to utilize.
UC - 06: Dynamic energy price dispatching for implicit DR
 Objective: Communicate dynamic day-ahead pricing to end-users for implicit DR and cost
efficiency.
UC - 07: Implicit Demand Response activation
 Objective: To enable implicit DR scenarios based on dynamic pricing schemes dispatched by
retailers to the prosumers via DRIMPAC.

6.4.3 Facility Manager User Requirements
The following table summarizes the user requirements for the tertiary sector Facility Manager as
extracted from the user group surveying.
Table 20. User Requirements related to DRIMPAC TER Business Cases.
ID
URTER-01

URTER-02

Description
As a facility manager, I
want to be exposed to
accurate real-time
electricity prices
As a facility manager, I
want to interact with

Rationale
To be able to
maximise
revenue

Originator
Facility manager

So that I am able
to optimise the

Facility manager

Public

Challenges/Barriers
Depending on the
contract with
participants and their
potential profitability
Depending on the
contract with
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URTER-03

URTER-04

URTER-05

URTER-06

URTER-07

URTER-08

URTER-09

URTER-10

FLESCO to coordinate
balancing
As a facility manager, I
want to be able to
submit contracts with
the Aggregator
As a facility manager, I
want to have real time
control will be based on
local building related
information, such as
building occupancy and
scheduling, as well as
external data, like
weather, energy price
tariff
As a facility manager, I
want to have a secure
login mechanism for the
facility manager of the
building
As a facility manager, I
want to be able to
monitor the Energy
behaviour (i.e. Energy
consumed, Energy
produced) for DERs
As a facility manager, I
want to be able to see
the monetary benefits
from the DER
participation in DR
programmes
As a facility manager, I
want to be able to
monitor historical
aggregated and
correlated information
about the infrastructure
operational status
showing energy
consumption,
production
As a facility manager, I
want to be able to
control the supported by
DRIMPAC types of
DER's in the site
As a facility manager, I
want to be able to
register the DER in

ToU tariffs

participants and their
potential profitability
Depending on the
contract with
participants

To have constant
and efficient
power supply.

Facility manager

Optimise energy
management of
the facility and
therefore
maximise
revenue

Facility manager

Sufficient planning
is and fast
communication
needed

To prevent any
data breaches

Facility manager

Sufficient planning
is needed

Optimise energy
management of
the facility and
therefore
maximise
revenue
To be able to
maximise
revenue

Facility Manager

Sufficient planning
is needed

Facility Manager

Accurate estimation
of distributed
monetary benefits

Optimise energy
management of
the facility and
therefore
maximise
revenue

Facility Manager

Sufficient planning
is needed

Optimise energy
management of
the facility and
therefore
maximise
revenue
Optimise energy
management of
the facility and

Facility Manager
/ Aggregator

Efficient
communication and
control equipment

Facility manager

Sufficient planning
is needed
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URTER-11

URTER-12

URTER-13

URTER-14

URTER-15

URTER-16

DRIMPAC for
participation in DR
programmes including
static characteristics
such as type, capacity,
connection point to the
grid, geographic
location and DR
capabilities
As a facility manager, I
want to be able to set
constraints on the
operation of the DER
based on the
organization and DERrelated scheduling,
external-to-DRIMPAC
contracts
As a facility manager, I
want to be able to
establish and update
contracts with the
aggregator on the use of
the DER within
DRIMPAC
As a facility manager, I
want to be able to
temporarily or
permanently withdraw
the DER from
DRIMPAC
As a facility manager, I
want to receive event
notifications coming
from DRIMPAC when
an abnormal state
occurs in relation to
DER operation within
DRIMPAC
As a facility manager, I
want to have
Automated Operation

As a facility manager, I
want to have reduction
of total cost of
electricity

therefore
maximise
revenue

Optimise energy
management of
the facility and
therefore
maximise
revenue

Facility manager

Sufficient planning
is needed

Optimise energy
management of
the facility and
therefore
maximise
revenue

Facility manager

Sufficient planning
is needed

Avoid being
penalized due to
malfunction or
unavailability of
specific DER

Facility manager

Sufficient planning
is needed

Avoid being
penalized due to
malfunction or
unavailability of
specific DER

Facility Manager

Sufficient planning
is needed

Both the
aggregator and
the facility
manager should
be able to reduce
investment of
time and
expertise
Both the
aggregator and
the facility
manager should
be able to

Facility Manager

Must have

Facility Manager

Must have
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URTER-17

As a facility manager, I
want to have a
performance report after
an asset dispatch
including event
duration, energy
delivered / turndown,
price and estimated
earnings for the event

decrease
expenditure
The facility
manager should
be able to
monitor
operational and
financial
performance of
the contract

Public

Facility Manager

Must have
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6.5

Residential Layer - Residential Customer

6.5.1 Residential Customer Business Cases
Even though their stochastic behaviour and lack of motivation to participate in a DR programs
dismays their inclusion in the Aggregator’s portfolio, their sheer size solidifies them as the most
promising sector for demand flexibility.
The derived residential customer BCs are:
BC – RES – 01: Participation of Residential customers in explicit DR
 Objective: To be reimbursed for participating in an explicit DR program
BC – RES – 02: Participation of Residential customers in implicit DR
 Objective: Shifting energy consumption in order to reduce energy billing

6.5.2 Residential Customer Use Cases
The UCs for the residential customers include:
UC - 01: Asset registration management
 Objective: To describe the registration process of the building or DER assets through the
OpenADR Middleware and a single Access Point containing registration information.
UC - 02: Contract Flexibility
 Objective: Aggregator contracts Asset Managers to agree on available flexibility and control
either consumption, or production.
UC - 05: Event-triggered activated explicit DR flexibility
 Objective: After having received the DR flexibility order from the DSO, the Aggregator’s
DRMS, performs an internal optimization process, considering all the necessary information,
in order to determine which assets to utilize.
UC - 06: Dynamic energy price dispatching for implicit DR
 Objective: Communicate dynamic day-ahead pricing to end-users for implicit DR and cost
efficiency.
UC - 07: Implicit Demand Response activation
 Objective: To enable implicit DR scenarios based on dynamic pricing schemes dispatched by
retailers to the prosumers via DRIMPAC.
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6.5.3 Residential Customer User Requirements
The residential customer user requirements that were derived from the User Group are shown in the
following table.
Table 21. User Requirements related to DRIMPAC Residential Customer Business Cases.
ID

Description

Rationale

Originator

UR-RES01

As a residential
customer, I want to
have access to DR
programs which benefit
me economically
As a residential
customer, I want to
have access to my
consumption pattern
As a residential
customer, I want to
participate in an
effective DR program
As a residential
customer, I need to
select on a simple user
interface availability
windows for the week
ahead for the reserve
programmes
As a residential
customer I want to be
able to declare assets
unavailable through a
simple user interface

To receive
decreased
electricity bills

Residential
customer

To be able to
adjust my
consumption

Residential
customer

Depending on the
contract with
retailer

So that my
lifestyle and
comfort are not
affected
To enable
Prosumer to
declare /
undeclare site /
asset availability
for the week
ahead
To avoid
penalties if assets
are not available
due to
maintenance or
other reasons
To alert site
maintenance and
any other
relevant
personnel

Residential
customer

Appropriate
equipment is
needed

Residential
customer

Sufficient planning
is needed

Residential
customer

Sufficient planning
is needed

Residential
customer

Communication
channels

To monitor
operational and
financial
performance of
the contract

Residential
customer

Within 24 hours
from a dispatch
event, operational
and financial
performance report
should be
submitted to the
client

To check on asset
live status as
seen by the

Residential
customer

Display asset real
time energy
consumption

UR-RES02

UR-RES03

UR-RES04

UR-RES05

UR-RES06

UR-RES07

UR-RES08

As a residential
customer I want to
receive dispatch
notification for any start
dispatch via email and
phone
As a residential
customer, I want to
receive a performance
report after an asset
dispatch including
event duration, energy
delivered / turndown,
price and estimated
earnings for the event
As a residential
customer, I want to
have access to a live

Public

Challenges/Barrie
rs
Prices must be
profitable for
everyone involved
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UR-RES09

UR-RES10

UR-RES11

UR-RES12

UR-RES13

UR-RES14

UR-RES15

UR-RES16

dashboard showing
each asset live energy
consumption chart
As a residential
customer, I want to
have access to each
asset’s historical energy
consumption data on a
day, week, month and
year basis
As a residential
customer, I want the
DR dashboard to
provide heating and
cooling degree days
data
As a residential
customer, I want to be
asked for consent prior
to any personal data
access by any
stakeholders
As a residential
customer, I want to be
notified whenever a
contract is applied and
completed
As a residential
customer, I want to be
able to monitor the RES
generation capacity

As a residential
customer I need a data
export facility to allow
export of historical
metering data for each
asset / site metered
As a residential
customer I want to be
able to select the
language on the client
user interface
As a residential
customer I want be able

Aggregator /
System Operator
To enable
performance
reporting on a
monthly, and
yearly basis

Residential
customer

Dashboard user
interface with an
option to select
historical data
granularity by day,
week, year

To monitor
correlation
between weather
and assets used
in heating or
cooling
To protect
personal data
from viewing or
distributing

Residential
customer

Accurate data

Residential
customer

Notification should
be fast

To track contract
execution

Residential
customer

A contract with the
aggregator should
be triggered on
time

To check the
available RES
capacity, so as to
compare this
with power
consumption and
schedule the
consumption if
possible towards
achieving selfconsumption
To allow for
metering data
reconciliation

Residential
customer

Provide the
dashboard user
interface with an
option to display
the RES generation
capacity

Residential
customer

Data export
function is

To allow
deployment in
different
geographies

Residential
customer

Alter energy
behaviour and

Residential
customer

When language is
selected from a
menu, the UI
language should
change
accordingly
Sufficient planning
is needed
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UR-RES17

UR-RES18

UR-RES19

UR-RES20

UR-RES21

UR-RES22

UR-RES23

UR-RES24

to get updates for the
current, and near-future
energy prices according
to the pricing schema of
each pilot site
As a residential
customer I should be
able to get advised and
receive
recommendations for
DR actions/scheduling
As a residential enduser I should receive
notifications about
performance and
incentives
As a residential
customer I must be able
to see the upcoming DR
events in a list, their
start time and duration
in minutes.
The system must be
able to fetch asset and
devices' parameters that
are registered to
DRIMPAC
As a residential
customer I must be able
to see the devices'
performance
(consumption,
flexibility) by selecting
day, month, year or a
particular date
As a residential
customer I must be able
to see the temperature
data for my
apartment/house
selecting the dates of
preference
As a residential
customer I should be
able to see the current
weather conditions as
well as the weather
forecast for the next
hours
As a residential
customer I must be able
to see a chart with the

maximise his
profits

Alter energy
behaviour and
maximise his
profits

Residential
customer

Sufficient planning
and fast
communication are
needed

Alter energy
behaviour and
maximise his
profits

Residential
customer

Sufficient planning
is needed

Optimally plan
energy
consumption
profile

Residential
customer

Sufficient planning
and fast
communication are
needed

Identify assets
that can help
maximise
revenues

Residential
customer

Sufficient planning
is needed

Identify actions
and assets that
can create
revenues

Residential
customer

Sufficient planning
is needed

Maintain regular
comfort levels

Residential
customer

Sufficient planning
is and appropriate
equipment needed

Optimally plan
energy
consumption
profile

Residential
customer

Sufficient planning
is and accurate
weather services
needed

Charts are easier
to understand

Residential
customer

Sufficient planning
is needed
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UR-RES25

UR-RES26

device peak hours and
their consumption in
kWh
As a residential
customer I must be able
to see my performance
history for the date of
his/her preference
As a residential
customer I must have
personalized access on
my energy consumption
data

Identify actions
that affect the
revenues and at
what degree

Residential
customer

Sufficient planning
is needed

Easier and fast
access to energy
consumption data

Residential
customer

Sufficient planning
is needed

The following table summarizes the specific Residential Customer technical requirements, divided
into the categories:





General Requirements
Demand Response Data & Functional Requirements
Visual Analytics Requirements
Legal & Regulatory Requirements
Table 22. Technical Requirements Derived from DRIMPAC RES Business Models.

Topic
General
Requirement
s

ID

RES.G.1
RES.G.2
RES.G.3
RES.G.4
RES.G.5
RES.G.6
RES.G.7
RES.G.8

Requirement description

Standard communication protocols need to be used.
DRIMPAC must prioritize self-generation.
DRIMPAC must promote consumer-centric smart grid related data
management systems.
Market information availability.
Quality of historical data from pilot sites must be assured.
Existence of remotely controllable loads.
Maintenance of devices information (air conditioning, DHW etc.).
Date/time data will always be processed in UTC.

Demand
Response
Data &
Functional
Requirement
s
RES.DR.1

RES.DR.2

RES.DR.3

Different types of demand flexibility profiles (thermal, visual) will be
defined as part of the human-centric DR flexibility profiling addressing
the objectives of the project.
The comfort-based demand flexibility profiles should be designed
taking into account remote monitoring and controllable building loads
examined in the project.
As part of comfort-based demand flexibility, we should address comfort
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RES.DR.4
RES.DR.5
RES.DR.6
RES.DR.7

RES.DR.8

RES.DR.9
RES.DR.1
0
RES.DR.1
1
RES.DR.1
2
RES.DR.1
3
RES.DR.1
4
RES.DR.1
5
RES.DR.1
6
RES.DR.1
7
RES.DR.1
8
RES.DR.1
9
RES.DR.2
0
RES.DR.2
1
RES.DR.2
2
RES.DR.2
3
RES.DR.2
4
RES.DR.2

profiles associated with the operation of energy-hungry HVAC devices.
The potential of defining comfort-based flexibility profiles for DHW
devices should be also examined.
The potential of defining comfort-based flexibility profiles for lighting
devices should be also examined.
The extraction of comfort-based flexibility profiles should be based on
accurate device models.
Towards the extraction of thermal comfort profiles, information about
thermal context and indoor conditions (temperature & humidity
sensors) under different operational conditions (HVAC device status) is
required.
Towards the extraction of HVAC demand flexibility profiles,
information about operational conditions (HVAC device status) and
HVAC energy consumption is required.
Comfort-based demand flexibility profiles shall support the
implementation of demand shifting strategies.
Comfort-based flexibility profiles should ensure the minimum of
occupants' disturbance on building environment.
Towards the extraction of comfort-based demand flexibility profiles,
information about energy cost (retailer tariffs) is required.
Real data in real-time from sensor and metering devices must be
available.
Real-time data for the energy consumption of residence's loads are
required.
Real-time information required for the extraction of comfort-based
demand flexibility profiles, should be available in real-time through an
automated way.
Shifting/shedding of energy consumption for demand flexibility
extraction according to optimization criteria (self-consumption, energy
cost, grid constraints) should be available.
The main properties of the extracted demand flexibility (including
capacity, deliver time, response time and duration period) should be
defined.
Evaluation of the trade-offs in resident comfort when flexibility is
requested should be available.
Control actions in different building assets as a response to an incoming
DR signal should be feasible.
The human-centric demand flexibility extractor is running as a
standalone service calculating the amount of potential flexibility at each
demand side end point.
Comfort based flexibility profiles should be exploited towards the
implementation of automated DR strategies.
Price based flexibility profiles should be defined, reflecting the
enrolment of prosumers on price-based DR scenarios.
High-level demand elasticity profiles should be provided in lack of lowlevel information (device level information).
Towards the extraction of price-based flexibility profiles, information
about market prices (real-time hourly prices, day-ahead hourly prices,
pricing schemes) is required.
Towards the extraction of price-based flexibility profiles, information
about external weather conditions should be available.
Towards the extraction of price-based flexibility profiles, information
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5
RES.DR.2
6

about individual consumer consumption is required.
The granularity of consumption and generation information presented to
the consumers/prosumers should be at least (min) at an hourly level.

RES.VA.1

Access on the DRIMPAC visual analytics should not be dependent on
the connecting device.
The app should be as user-friendly as possible.
End user credentials are required for accessing the app.
DRIMPAC web app should include remote control of smart devices for
end-users.
DRIMPAC web app should illustrate cost savings.
End-users (prosumers) should get access to local consumption data.
End-users (prosumers) should get access to local generation data, if any.
End-users (prosumers) should get access to local storage data, if any.
End-users (prosumers) should get access to ambient conditions data
from their monitoring/sensing devices
End-users should get informed about retailer prices and available tariff
schemes.
Simple analytics over historical data (consumption, cost, indoor
conditions, etc.) will be provided by the tool.
End-users should get access to their energy consumption, local
generation (if any) and storage (if any) information (real-time and
historical) in a personalized way.
Advices and recommendations about efficient energy usage should be
triggered to the end-users.
End-users should get informed about active DR contracts in a
personalized way (after signing-up with their username).
Along with real-time information, end-users will receive information
about short term consumption and generation forecast.
Notifications about activation of DR strategies should be available via
DRIMPAC visual analytics.
The end-users should get informed about incentives (for DR
participation) or penalization (for non-DR participation).
Consumers or prosumers need to have an opt-out option for DR/ADR
programs
End-users should get informed about the best practices towards
optimally participating in active DR contracts.
Input values (capacity, response capability, location, time) will set the
configuration parameters for the analytics process.
DRIMPAC web app must have access to assets-to-be-controlled or their
load controller via remotely accessible APIs (preferably over IP, e.g.
REST API interfaces).
The application GUI should be designed in a user-centric way i.e.
involving the feedback of the end-user at the design phase
All product GUIs should be designed utilizing user (stakeholder)
feedback at the design phase.
The web apps developed within DRIMPAC should be compatible with
different operating systems (Windows, Android, Linux, MacOS, iOS,

Visual
Analytics
Requirement
s

RES.VA.2
RES.VA.3
RES.VA.4
RES.VA.5
RES.VA.6
RES.VA.7
RES.VA.8
RES.VA.9
RES.VA.1
0
RES.VA.1
1
RES.VA.1
2
RES.VA.1
3
RES.VA.1
4
RES.VA.1
5
RES.VA.1
6
RES.VA.1
7
RES.VA.1
8
RES.VA.1
9
RES.VA.2
0
RES.VA.2
1
RES.VA.2
2
RES.VA.2
3
RES.VA.2
4
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RES.VA.2
5
RES.VA.2
6

etc.).
Data must be presented in an accessible, understandable and flexible
format.
Data should be consistent ensuring that way the reliability of the app.

Legal &
Regulatory
Requirement
s
RES.L.1

RES.L.5

DRIMPAC must make use of existing standards or standards under
development to provide easier access to market and the dissemination
of the resulting solutions worldwide.
DRIMPAC can promote new standards using the results of the project
looking for a higher market penetration.
The apps developed by DRIMPAC should be aligned and easy
adaptable to the regulatory framework.
Feedback option of every DRIMPAC final product especially from the
pilot participants.
Advertising to encourage users’ engagement with DRIMPAC.

RES.L.6

Anonymizing data from private assets such as Electrical Vehicles.

RES.L.2
RES.L.3
RES.L.4
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6.6

Additional User Requirements

Additional User Requirements of actors who are not included in the DRIMPAC conceptual
architecture (such as power producers, retailers, TSOs, BRPs and FLESCOs), but are part of the
DRIMPAC stakeholder group, are depicted in the following table.
Table 23. Additional User Requirements derived from the Stakeholder Group.
ID
URRET-01
URFLS-01

URFLS-02

URFLS-03

URFLS-04
URFLS-05

URFLS-06

URFLS-07

URUTL-01

Description

Rationale

Originator

Challenges/Barriers

As a retailer, I want
constant information on
clients’ demand
As FLESCO, I want to
have remote access to
clients’ electrical assets

To supply DR
programs
sufficiently
To control
power
consumption
and maintain
stability
To minimise
gap between
generation and
demand
To ensure
balance between
capacity and
potential load
To complete a
portfolio for
optimization
To ensure
sufficient power
supply

Retailer

Client must agree

FLESCO

Depending on the
contract with client

FLESCO

Efficient
communication
equipment

FLESCO

Efficient planning and
forecasting algorithms
are needed

FLESCO

Efficient planning and
forecasting algorithms
are needed
Efficient
communication
equipment

As FLESCO, I want to
receive live information
about generation and
demand
As FLESCO, I want to
receive information on
capacity and forecasted
load
As FLESCO, I want to
receive forecasted load
and generation values
As FLESCO, I want to
know the minute by
minute by minute
demand
As FLESCO, I want to
know the minute by
second by second
demand
As FLESCO, I want to
know the current state of
the network

As the Utility, I want to
receive profitable
electricity prices

FLESCO

To ensure
sufficient power
supply

FLESCO

Efficient
communication
equipment

To submit bids
or offers to
deliver
balancing
energy in realtime
To maximise
my revenue

FLESCO

Efficient
communication
equipment

Utility

Depending on the
potential profitability
of other participants
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7. Conclusions
The role of consumer-empowerment, the active participation of energy consumers in the energy
markets, is moving into the foreground as a means to improve services for consumers, while helping to
drive competition, integrate more variable renewable energy sources, enable the cost-effective uptake
of electric vehicles, relieve pressure on energy networks and allow for a nimble operation of the power
system. The DRIMPAC solution aims to develop and deliver a technological enabler, define
innovative service offerings and business models for energy retailers, and demonstrate and validate
their combined benefits via piloting and market testing on real users to verify acceptance and drive
market launch efforts.
The DRIMPAC solution will be demonstrated and validated in real-life conditions through their use by
energy consumers (residential and tertiary buildings) that are customers of the consortium members.
Most buildings are already equipped with the necessary intelligent monitoring and control
infrastructure from previous research activities. In the remaining cases, the necessary installation will
take place before the DRIMPAC interventions are demonstrated. We therefore present the significant
infrastructure both existing and planned for installation across the DRIMPAC demonstration pilots to
test the implementation of the DRIMPAC solution effectively.
DRIMPAC will bring together all value-chain stakeholders in an effort to leverage their
multidisciplinary expertise towards setting the foundation for the efficient co-creation of market-ready,
cutting-edge, innovative solutions. The main prerequisite for all energy system/market stakeholders to
reap these benefits is that the majority of energy consumers voluntarily subscribe to demand response
programs, preferably both price-based and incentive-based programs and expose their demand
flexibility to the energy grid and markets. In this scope, the reported and expressed needs of industry
stakeholders as well as the concerns and requirements of residential and tertiary sector users, are
explicitly addressed.
The business models presented are attractive to those persons/institutions with smart devices and once
there are market opportunities to enrol these devices for financial benefit, persons/entities will be
willing to purchase further smart devices should technology such as the DRIMPAC solution exist. The
proposed retailer business models will build upon the technological foundation to kick start the digital
transformation of retailers and expand their portfolio with digital services that go beyond
commoditised energy sales toward a holistic service delivering personalised comfort in the indoor
environment together with lower energy bills and potentially even improved energy efficiency through
the exploitation of the buildings demand flexibility.
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